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SCHOOL ROLL 
as at 30 September 1990 

Form II-Mrs Strode-Penny 

Mark Daniell Ahkit 
Michael James Beckett 
Timothy Peter Cameron 
David Adrian Colman 
Bojan Cvetkovic 
Peter Giovanidis 
Nicholas John Green 
Tony Alan Harvie 
Warwick Ian Kelly 
Pericles Koroniadis 
Raaz Panchal 
Umesh Patel 
Gunther Jay jay Simpson-Wild 
James Richard Stewart 
Neil Henry Stunts 
Stephen John Upton 
Julian Kerr Virtue 
Matthew Watson 
Margaret Jean Campbell 
Kelty Marea Dods 
Kathryn Jane Haywood 
Nicola Helen Jenkin 
Marie Louise Johns 
Voula Kaldelis 
Maryanne Miller 
Kavita Patel 
Katie Amanda Roche 
Elena Mariefred Underwood 

Form II-Mr Hunter 

lawrence Alabaster 
Alister Cattell 
Matthew Ivan Cho 
Ihala Richard Davis 
Matthew Drake 
Jonathan James Duffy 
Justin Kontopos 
Paresh Lallu 
Duncan Mcintyre 
Henry Allyn Old 
Carl James Purvis 
Brett Shawn Quarterman 
Marcus Benson Roe 
Mason Ian Smith 
Christopher Andrew Symington 
Reece Charles Tattersall 
Darryl Raymond Wolff 
Kevin Richard Wong 
Marie Man Yee Chan 
Saira Dayal 
Fiona Clare Gregson 
Nadine Hazel Johns 
Nicola Kalwal 
Ria Kalistounakis 
Angela Judith Lang 
Naina Pratlima Manga 
Kerryn Joyce Markey 
Amanda Jane Moresi 
Pritish Rama 

Form I-Mr Drew 

Michael Aaron Ashcroft 
Jeffrey Frank Boardman 
Hayden Brian Bowers 
Philip Cameron-Jones 
Raymond Herbert Cho 
Peter Robert Durham 
Jeremy Fyson 
Simon James Gill 
Rupert Michael Gough 
Rhys Morgan 
Matthew Edward Oppenheim 
John Hasley Stephens 
Marius Toime 
Georgie Aristotellis Tsalis 
Dylan John Van Den Beld 
Daniel William Wong 
Jonathan Daniel Yorkat 
Cassandra Athina Bland 
Phyllida Masako Crawford 
Donna Fong 
Sarah Jane Harvey 
Rebecca Elizabeth Hills 
Paula Alida Johnson 
Kerry Ann Lee 
Reshmar Nagar 
Angela Ulian Palmer 
Darshna Govind Patel 
Nikita Priya Ranchod 
Amy Rebecca Tannahill 

Form I-Mrs Stuck-Term 1 & 2, 
Mrs Huggins-Term 3 

Ashton Francis BUbie 
Demetrius Blades 
Clayton Richard Burns 
Elliot Watson Chapman 
Hamish Dahya 
Clillord MOlell Deighton 
David Emmerson Fellows 
Daniel Richard Goodwin 
Shane Damon Hope 
Aaron Paul Lutton 
Adam David Mudge 
Brad William Murphy 
David John Paling 
James Wyness Rees-Thomas 
Matthew Simpson 
Paul Apostolos Tsinas 
Rodney Janos Varga 
Christopher Ian Wyatt 
Renu Badiani 
Lena Balakrishnan 
Rebecca Kathryn Bello 
Kerry Ann Burchett 
Lara Ann Cook 
Helena Ruth Fineman 
Vanessa Jane Huppert 
Sarah Alice lange 
Janene Maree Unlord 
Amber Ruth Nissen 
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Hema Patel 
Emma Louise Sutdiffe 
Sarah Isabel Wolff 

STO 4-Mrs Turner 

Faiyaz Ali Aslam 
Nicholas James Cameron 
Andrew Thomas Chan 
Jason Y K Feng 
Simon Robert Gilmour 
Rahul Govindan 
Steven Paul Haturini 
Matthew Garrick Lang 
Ashley David Markey 
Emmett James Morris 
Amish Naran 
Mark Pickrill 
Vinay Nanu Ranchod 
David John Roche 
Shavantha Laun Rupasinghe 
Sean Anthony Wallis 
Quintin Nathan Webster 
Tania Lorraine Bennett 
Amy Rebecca Blaxall 
Riana Maria Davis 
Nicola Kirk-Burnnand 
Anita Kontopos 
Yasmin Jewell Morris 
Nicola Jane Old 
Stephanie Mary Thompson 
Eileen Marie Weinert 
Kirsty Maree Weyde 
Amanda Louise Wood 

STD 4-Mrs Prentice 

Simon Michael Black 
Christopher John Bourne 
Matthew David Chan 
Sonny John Cho 
Michael Anthony Fletcher 
Ami t Govind 
Nicholas Brian Johns 
Stratos Kardelis 
Ronil Lar 
Uma Junior logo 
Simon Patrick Pallin 
Sushil Patel 
Callum Meredith Strong 
Quentin Blair Thomas 
Justin Peter Thomason 
Richard Norman Upton 
Nicholas Wilson Virtue 
Mark Yardley 
Shereln Hazel Abdel-AI 
Donna Mel-Fong Chu 
Amanda Elise Duthie 
Charlotte Griffin 



Rachelle Kirk-Burnnand Kannika Ou Charlotte Anne Thomason 
Jane Norman lindsay Clare Paling Annalise Wierenga 
Rupel Patel Jayshrika Patel 
Kirsten Diane Smith Hannah Kirstin Thompson 
Alida Antonia Spencer Ana L1esa Yorkat STo 1-Mrs Ward 
Melissa Wong 

Thomas James Austin 

STD IJ-Mrs Hellberg 
Nayan Chauhan 
Paul Robert Cooper 

STD 3-Mrs Meredith Aaron Dundon 
Jonathan Peter Bennett Jesse William Garlick 

Robert Aldridge Steven Hlng Ming Chin Dimitri Nicolas Goumas 
Roy Wang-Ta Chow Joe Craig Ajit Govind 
Benjamin Friedlander Angus Deaoon Cameron Hudson Hope 
Daniel James Green Charles Robert Jackson Jamie lewln 
Ian Craig Jenkin James Patrick Keenan Shan-CheUn Magan 
Brandon Jack Maybury Oliver leslie l abone Daniel James McGaughran 
Adonijah Menzies Patrick McCashin Shane William Oliver 
Nigel Edward Mudge Adam Colin McGuinness Dermesh Patel 
Kirk Henry Mulholland Jordan Joseph Morris Benjamin D Plunkett 
Miles Robert Parker Ryan Noel Moses Anthony James Roche 
Biren Patel Tibor Alexander Nissen Jamie Ross 
Forum Ani! Patel Michael l yn Oppenheim Richard llewellyn Virtue 
Matthew Ian Prentice Scott Mark Richardson Adrian Weinert 
Mark Aiden Redmond Jack Sheppard Jonathan William Wierenga 
Neil Donald Robertson Mark Asher Stephens Peter Yardley 
Sam Sheppard Julius To'o Virginia Abdel-AI 
Soott Frederick Steensma laurence John Toime lara Athina Bland 
Brandon Charles Sutter James Webb Rosemary Clark 
James Cameron Tait Rana Abbound Elizabeth Connor 
Chadwick Wong Aimee Froud Alexandra Crawford 
Hayden John Woods Shelly Maree Gray Janna De Groot 
Helen Rebecca Baynes Anne Veronica Harper Georgina Giannios 
Melanie Ann Brown Farhana Khan 
Sarah Jane Colman Gertrude leuila 

Kelly Taylor 

Nadia Cook Kate Winifred Stuttle Jayna Vallabh 

Danielle Marie Franklin Hanna Marie Thomas Rachael Melissa Williams 

Nioola Freeman lynette Keely Turuwhenua 
Angela Grace Hume Daniela Karen Williams 
Claire Marie Murphy STD i-Mrs McAlister 
Natalie Catherine Nesbitt 
Kylie Ruth Sutdiffe Kane Daniel Bennett 
Debbie Frances Wong Bradley Bilbie 

STD II- Mrs Duffy Timothy James Bourne 
James Grant Cavanaugh 

Simon Philip Bickers Michael Andrew Cavanaugh 
STD 3-Miss Thompson Derek Chan Peter Alun Fitzjohn 

Wil1iam Benedict Connor Thomas James Harper 

John Buck Rian Holmewood Matthew John Harvey 

Nathan Cho Benjamin Paul Kelly Patrick Han 

Brandon Ng Wei-Jung Chu Ratanak Kay David Martin lane 

Paul Freeman Victor lee Milan Magan 

Theoharis Giannios Dudley Alan leighton Jeremy Thomas Mansford 

Rion Joel Hogan Richard Hugh Mackenzie Radean Kentaro Sos 
Arjay Magan Anand Nagar Daniel James Tattersall 
Duncan John Menzies Jason Spiros Poulopoulos Duncan Thurston 
Alexander David Mulholland Daniel Blair Quarterman Shane Tietjens 
Craig Munro Aaron Ross Rhys Paul Williams 
Wayne Ivan Newman Joe Sheppard Melanl Antonia Antonopoulos 
Matthew Norman Jonathan Kien Fal Sum Julia Charis Baynes 
Bunna Ny Rajen Chetan Vallabh Sarah Elizabeth Chan 
Cameron Shea Carl Raymond Vlnk Harriet Jade Cox 
Jonathon Tupai Andrew Steven Young Melissa Sarah Fong 
Clinton Esmond Williams Geoffrey Crawford Young Angela Gladstone 
Patrick Kerry Yung Maria Ellis Amelia Johnson 
Arti Badiani Danielle Renee Gilmour Amy McMullan 
Karen Belinda Chapman Kirsten lenore Johns Natasha Katrina Mulholland 
Tijana Nina Cvetkovic Joanne Kaiwai Clementine Ogilvie-lee 
Agnes Man-Kei Han Frith Kirby Priscilla Patel 
Jennifer Alicia Hoolihan Rachel Morgan Tulsi Patel 
Vanessa lIott Priya Patel Risha Solanki 
Anita Lindsay Brooke louise Shearer Stacey Wong 
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J2-Mrs Fox 

lewis Victor Cattermole 
Noah Craig 
Zoltan Cross 
James Clifford Emmerson 
Norbet J Y lee 
Edward Benjamin l eighton 
Andrew John McManamon 
Nicholas Clifford Mills 
Demetrios Nlkitopoulos 
Ronak Patel 
Srivaths Rajasekar 
Tom Sheppard 
Joshua Nicholas Stephens 
Bradford Wesley Stricker 
Robert Keith Vibert 
Claire Teresa Birrell 
Jennifer Clark 
Bhaveeni Dahya 
Carina Terese Harache 
Anita Manga 
lydia Frances O'Connor 
Chloe Powell 
Nirmalie Deepthika Rupasinghe 
Catherine Frances Steensma 
louise Jean Stephens 
Jacinta Syme 
Petra l ouise Thompson 

J2-Mrs Morgan 

Richard Burney 
Jordan Aaron Carter 
Colin Chow 
Damon Ng Wei·Yun Chu 
James Clark 
Jared Dreyer 
Steven England 
Jonathon Fletcher 
Royce Gavin Goddard 
David Greenwood Hume 
Alasdair David Keir James 
Dimitri Kaldelis 
Michael William Keenan 
Matthew lawson 
Alexander De Witt Noonan 
Adam James Ranginui 
luke Frederick Roberts 
Tagiilima (Tagi) Vaeau 
Helena Josephine Caldow 
Jasmin ChaneJie Chan 
Reena Manhar Maisuria 
Hannah louise Menzies 
Catherine Morgan 
Natalia louise Newman 
Diana Park 
Katy Judith Robertson 
Amber Simonne Vink 
Frances Catherine Young 

J1-Mrs Button 

Nicolas Kyriacos Antonopoulos 
Philip Francis Baynes 
Matthew lewis Bourne 
Hamish Clareburt 
Andrew Durant 

Henry Johnson 
Mark Shehan Joseph 
Phirum Koy 
James Andrew Mackenzie 
Shane Adam McGregor 
Ignatius Jeppe Menzies 
Steven Mark Paling 
Jonathan Papert 
Timothy Parker 
Jonathan MaxweliTait 
Anastasia Blades 
Shlnyl Chau 
Alana Faleolo 
Erini Elizabeth Houtas 
Rosel Annette l abone 
Sunita Maisuria 
Kate Amelia McCaul 
Jenna lauren Mein 
Priscilla Patel 
Caroline Diana Rae 
Kristie Richardson 
Tara Jane Sincock 
Rebecca Jayne Wierenga 
Karena Joy Wong 
Keri·Mel Zagrobelna 

J1-Mrs lang 

Scott Bell 
Jasper Chung-Evangelista 
Elliott Grant Corleison 
Hayden lee Gemmell 
Richard Hosegood 
Christopher James Hunter 
Gregory Charles Johns 
Matt Kirby 
Jagrut lallu 
Zoltan leon·U Partosh 
Kishan Patel 
Samuel Blake Rodbourn 
Blair Ross 
Nicholas Tsalis 
Usa Michelle Basson 
Jessica J Bello 
Diana Wing-See Chan 
Joanna Yei Ting Chan 
Rashmi Chouhan 
Alexandra louise Cooper 
Rahila Sonia David 
Erica Grainger 
Angelina Jackson 
Keren Maybury 
Stephanie Jo McMullan 
Katrina Nikitopoulos 
Genevieve Ogilvie·lee 
Alexandra Papadopoulos 
Shalini Shanthikumar 
Nadine Patricia Thomas 

J1-Mrs Wilson 

Calvin Chan 
Jiunn Keith Chau 
Ketan Keyur Chhibu 
Oliver Cox 
Joshua Pui Tao Fan 
Adrian Fong 
Michael Patrick Gill 
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Jay WJIIlam Harvie 
Wesley logo 
Orestis lytras 
lyndon John McGaughran 
Phillip Charles Newell 
Hament Patel 
Niven Heman! Rama 
Paris Sereplsos 
Simon Taylor 
Blair Townley 
Mathew Edwin Vibert 
Daniel Whelan 
Jessica Aitchison 
Natalia louise Berkett 
Jessica Bratt 
Edwina Ay Juim Cheung 
Jessica Connolly 
Ala· l u-Hilufo Folaumoetui 
Claire Jackson 
Amin Majed Khan 
Renee Kofoed 
Amelia Shuk Yuen lee 
Michele Munro 
Jayne Marie Quarterman 
Lavanya Raman 

Pre-School-Mrs Freeman & Mrs 
Old 

luke William Aldridge 
lee David Frank Corleison 
Guy Roeulf De Groot 
Damien Kaitan Govind 
Martin lee 
Edward James Oppenheim 
Darren Park 
Cameron William Paterson 
Adam Benjamin Roberts 
Elias (John) Rodriguez 
James Robert Sincock 
Richard Arthur Snoek 
Derrick Sutter 
Vaughn Tattersall 
Aaron Temple 
Charles William Trotter 
Daniel Peter Wierenga 
Franceska Alabaster 
Melissa Burney 
Danielle Natasha Caldow 
Teresa Ann Chan 
Amanda Ng Mei Yee Chu 
Usa Jane Dugdale 
Emma Garlick 
Jaysell Gopal 
Mariko Grainger 
Jasmine Colieen Gray 
Lauren Hope Beth Kelly 
Usa louise lawton 
Victoria Jane Linford 
Rebecca Mahon 
Julia Mulholland 
Janita Margaret O'Connor 
Karakate Ou 
Radhika Patel 
Chloe Chanel Petherick 
lenoka Rupasinghe 
Rebecca Kate Speer 
Chelsea Blair Stricker 



SALVETE 
We extend a warm welcome to the following pupils who have joined the school during the year. 

Carl Purvis 
David lane 
Joanne Kalwai 
Erica Grainger 
Oliver Cox 
Adonijah Menzies 
Ignatius Menzies 
Anna McConnell 
Kerl-Mel Zagrobelna 
Steven Paling 
Undsay Paling 
David Paling 
Jayna Vallabh 
Rajan Vallabh 
Jamie Lewin 
Risha Solanki 
Annalise Wierenga 
Daniel Quarterman 
Brett Quarterman 
Jennifer Hoolihan 
Wayne Newman 
Nigel Mudge 
Ronit Lal 
Sarah Lange 
Michael Ashcroft 
Andrew Chan 
Samuel Radbourn 
Hema Patel 
Lewis Cattermole 
Claire Birrell 
Philip Baynes 
Charlotte Griffin 
James Emmerson 
Aaron Dundon 
Carl Vink 
Gunther Simpson.Wild 
Edward Oppenheim 
Daniel Whelan 
Rebecca Speer 
Lenoka Aupaslnghe 
Vicki Matias 
Adrian Fang 
Adam Roberts 
Chloe Pelherick 
Hadleigh Pells 
Jessica Aitchison 
Phillip Newell 
Rebecca Mahon 
Jayne Quarterman 
lisa-Louise Lawton 
Jessica Connolly 
Guyde Groot 
Victoria Linford 
Sunila Maisuria 
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Michael Gill 
Amanda Chu 
Radhika Patel 
Aaron Temple 
Ala Folaumoetul 
Franceska Alabaster 
Melissa Burney 
Paris $ereplsos 
Caroline Stuck 
Chelsea Stricker 
Elias Rodriguez 
Natalie Berkett 
Mark Pickrill 
Jay Harvie 
Ketan Chhibu 
Natalie Nesbitt 
Amelia Lee 
Edwina Cheung 
Joshua Fan 
Amber Vink 
Dimitri Goumas 
Laureen Kelly 
Luke Aldridge 
Julia Mulholland 
Lee Corleison 
Derrick Sutter 
Simon Black 
Vaughn Tattersall 
Janila O'Connor 
Mariko Grainger 
Teresa-Ann Chan 
Jasmine Gray 
Usa Dugdale 
Darren Park 
Charles Trotter 
Danielle Caldow 
Karakate Qu 
James Sincock 
Danielle Wierenga 
Richard Snoek 
Wesley Logo 
Keith Chau 
Jessica Bratt 
Niven Rama 
Calvin Chan 
Lavanya Raman 
Adrian Weinert 
Eileen Marie Weinert 
Amanda Duthie 
Cameron Paterson 
Damien Govind 
Jaysel1 Gopal 
Angela Gladstone 



VALETE 
We extend our best wishes to the following Form II children and wish them every success at College. 

Lawrence Alabaster 
Alister Cattell 
Marie Chan 
MatthewCho 
IhaJa Davis 
Salra Dayal 
Matthew Drake 
Jonathan Duffy 
Fiona Gregson 
Nadine Johns 
Nicola Kalwai 
Ria Kalislounakis 
Justin Kontopos 
Paresh lallu 
Angela Lang 
William Levy 
Naina Manga 
Kerryn Markey 
Duncan Mcintyre 
Amanda Moresi 
Henry Old 
Carl Purvis 
Brett Quarterman 
Pritish Rama 
Marcus Roe 
Mason Smith 
Christopher Symington 
Reece Tattersall 
Darryl Wolff 
Kevin Wong 
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Mar\(Ahkil 
Michael Beckett 
Timothy Campbell 
Margaret Campbell 
David Colman 
BoJan Cvetkovlc 
Kelly Dads 
Robin Eggar 
Peter Giovanidis 
Nicholas Green 
Tony Harvie 
Kathryn Jane Haywood 
Nicola Jenkin 
Marie Johns 
Voula Kaldelis 
Warwick Kelly 
Pericles Koronladis 
Maryanne Miller 
Raaz Panchal 
Kavita Patel 
Umesh Patel 
lona Robertson 
Katie Roche 
Gunther Simpson-Wild 
James Stewart 
Neil Stuttle 
Elena Underwood 
Stephen Upton 
Julian Virtue 
Matthew Watson 



Back Row: 
Front Row: 
Absent: 

Back Row: 
Front Row: 

PREFECTS 

Neil Stunle, Kathryn Jane Haywood, Stephen Upton, Salra Dayal. 
Nicola Jenkin, Michael Beckett, Katie Roche, Warwick Kelly, Fiona Gregson. 

Julian Virtue. 

HOUSE CAPTAINS 

Jonathan Duffy, Reece Tattersall, William levy, Matthew Drake. 

Marie Johns, Nicola Kalwai, Margaret Campbell, Kerryn Markey. 
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SCHOOL STAFF 

(From teft to right) 

Back Row: Mrs M. Ward, Mrs M. Stuck, Mrs J. Duffy, Mr F. Cowan, Miss B. Thompson, Mr J. Hunter. 

Second Row: Mrs J. Prentice, Mrs J. Morgan, Mrs C. Anderson, Mrs Y. Grove, Mr G. Drew, Mrs J. Hunter, 
Mr O. Johnstone, Mrs M. Button. 

Third Row: Mrs G. Hellberg, Mrs J. Fox, Mrs J. Lang. Mrs M. McAlister, Mrs A. Bland, Mrs S. Barclay, 
Mrs M. Thomas, Miss J. Candish, Mrs N. Harding. 

Front Row: Mrs Y. Dawson, Mrs l. Strode-Penny. Mrs M. Wilson, Mrs E. Leicester, Mr M. Kelly, 
Mrs C. Meredith, Mrs A. Freeman. 
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PRINCIPAL'S COMMENT 

The 1990 sesqui year provided Ihe ideal opportunity for us to 
focus in depth on Ihe rich mix of ethnic backgrounds which Is 
a special feature of SI. Mark's rolf. 
"N.Z.-One Country. Many Cultures· was the theme of a 
special week in which parents and pupils enjoyed sharing 
various aspects of their cultures and traditions. Some of these 
occasions are depicted in the magazine. 
Throughout the year we have achieved success in external 
examinations, raised money for charitable appeals. staged a 
musical production. succeeded in various sports codes, and 
continued to seek challenges for academic, spiritual and 
social development. The magazine is evidence 01 these ac
tivities, and I congratulate the pupils, staff and parents who 
have contributed to the school's history through its pages, 
I retire from the Princlpalship confident that as St. Mark's 
moves forward into the 1 990s, further achievements will be 
recorded by its pupils and stati who strive to uphold the school 
mono "Nulla Dies Sine Linea," 



STAFF NOTES 

Mrs Carolyn Anderson took up the position as Secretary to the 
Principal at the commencement of the school year. It was her 
first appointment since graduating B.A. from Victoria, where, 
as an adult student, she majored in Anthropology and Sociol
ogy. 
Carolyn lives in Strathmore with her husband, who is a builder. 
They have two adult daughters. A keen knitter and gardener, 
she hopes that when her batteries and bank balance have 
been recharged. she will be able to pursue further study. 

Alter being educated throughout her young life in the 
Manawatu, Mrs Josie Huntergraduated from Otago University 
with a 8. Phys. Ed. She then completed a one-year Post 
Graduate course at the Wellington College 01 Education, 
gaining her Dip. Tchg. before setting out for a two year 
overseas trip which took her through Australia, South East 
Asia, India, Pakistan and culminated in the Himalayan trek. 
On returning to N.Z. she has taught P.E. at Chilton SI. James 
and SI. Mark's. Her interests are skiing, keeping fit, squash, 
tennis, sewing, cooking and gardening. Josie lives in Island 
Bay with her husband, a teacher at Wellington College. 

Mrs Janet Voss recently returned to N.Z. alter living for two 
years In the highlands of Papua·New Guinea. Her husband 
was General Manager of a construction staff of 60+ men. 
Freed from domestic duties by a very competent "house meri
Janet taught at the tiny 39 pupil multi·racial school, where 
pupils were drawn equally from the children of foreign nation
als of all races and the Papua·New Guinea tangala whenua. 
Janet lives with her husband and family of three school·age 
children in Strathmore. An accomplished pianist, Janet's main 
interest is music. She enjoys a game of tennis and cooks, 
sews and knits with enthusiasm and flair. 

Mrs Marian Stuck was raised in the Horowhenua district and 
attended country and small town schools before enrolling at 
Wellington College of Education, where she met her husband 
to be. After she graduated, they married and jointly did their 
country service in remote areas, including the Chatham Is· 
lands. These years gave Marian a real understanding of the 
difficulties and hardships faced by women in pioneering times. 
After raising four beautiful daughters, she returned to teach· 
ing. She leaves to take up residence in Hamilton, and our best 
wishes go with her. 

With a real sense of loss we farewelled our Senior Syndicate 
Leader, Mike Emmins, at the end of 1989. Mike's outstanding 
quality was his unflagging energy which, when combined with 
his intiative and commitment, enabled him to leave an Indelible 
impression on this school. 
Joining the staff as ourlirst P.E. Specialist in 1983, Mike, ex 
Kings, expected the comfort of a fully equipped gym. The 
reality was somewhat bleaker. When his composure had 
recovered, he reacted in the way which epitomised Mike. 
Firstly, he rapidly assessed the entire situation. By ordering 
suitable equipment, he minimised the difficulties posed by our 
inner city site, and by considering the physical and financial 
constraints a challenge, he made equipment and invented 
activities. His "gunerbaU" game has spread nationwide culmi
nating in the greater Wellington Bounce Board play·off, which 
attracted media attention. 
Mike's ideas, and tlieir prolessional implementation, literally 
put St. Mark's on the front page of the daily press. For us, 
Telethon will always evoke memories of Mike's spectaculars: 
the "head" logo of 1985, and balloon lilt-off of 1988. 
He instituted the Brains Trust, made macabre and marvellous 
props for socials, painted the asphalt with education themes 
in all areas of the school, and staged the Science Fair with flai r 
and finesse. 
Mike was ever ready to trigger st. Mark's positive response to 
areas of need in the community, long term or emergency, e.g. 
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annually visiting residential homes for the aged, or im· 
mediately responding to the Edgecumbe earthquake appeal. 

Mike had an enthusiasm and fervour which drove him to seize 
every teaching opportunity. II made his classroom a visual 
delight, stimulated his pupils, and invigorated St. Mark's an· 
nual programme. 
Mike and his wife, Lynne, left to take up residence in Hastings, 
and our best wishes accompany them on their new foray to 
sunnier climes. 

Mr Michael Kelly resigned at the end of the academic year. A 
deservedly popular figure, Michael's outstanding characteris
tic was his equanimity. Although the many facets of his posi· 
tion required him to be all things to all staff, pupils and parents 
at all times, he atways remained. amicable and efflclent. 
His readily identifiable ligure was always seen on formal 
school occasions when he fulfilled his official role In supporting 
the Principal, orchestrating the event, or organising the logis· 
tics and timetable. It was equally visible at sports events, 
sausage sizzles or picnics. 

A keen sportsman, Michael played a key role in initiating 
co-ordinating and supporting Saturday morning cricket 
throughout the school. On a more cerebral level he initiated 
and supported chess throughout the Senior School. An enthu
siastic advocate for technology, Michael supported its intro
duction to faCilitate learning and ease endeavour throughout 
the school. 

Michael had the ability to facilitate individual initiative and 
creativity in others. The staff appreciated his swift action 01 
material requests, and his sensitive response to their appeals 
at and on all levels. He was highly regarded by his oolleagues. 

Michael leaves St. Mark's to enter the oommercial world, and 
our best wishes go with him. 

Mrs E. D. Leicester retired at the end of the academic year, 
having completed 13 years at St. Mark's, six of them as 
Principal. 
-Bid-, commenced her St. Mark's stay in 1978 as a F2 teacher. 
Her evident administrative skills saw her rapidly promoted to 
Senior Teacher, and during the hospitalisation and enforced 
absence of the late Rev. Ronald Kirby, she became Deputy 
Principal. 
The avoidable disturbance of 1984 saw the year finish without 
a Principat and an understandable reluctance from any out· 
side academics 01 standing to accept the post to open the 
1985 school year. After long deliberation, and under great 
pressure from staff, administrators and proprietors, she reluc· 
tanlly and courageously accepted the post of Acting Principal 
"to enable SI. Mark's to move forward with confidence and 
dignity: 
Her sure step, steady hand and dear head saw the school 
safely through a delicate term, at which point the position was 
advertised nationally, and applicants stepped forward to ac· 
cept the role. Atter comprehensive interviews, independent 
Management Consultants recommended her reappointment 
as Principal. 
Bid has moved SI. Mark's out into the community. She has 
encouraged interaction with the opportunities provided by the 
adjacent city, supported fund raising for local, national and 
international appeals and raised the school's profile. 
During her administration academic standards have been 
maintained, ceremony and tradition have been strengthened, 
scientific enquiry and experiment initiated, oomputers have 
been introduced and plant upgraded and facilities extended. 
This is a record that needs no embellishment. 
Bid leaves to join her husband, Cedric, in a weU deserved 
retirement. We wish them well, confident that the future will be 
filled with new initiatives for both of them. 



HAPPENINGS 

AWAITING THE QUEEN 
On 13 February some selected pupils from several different 
schools lined the drive to see Queen Elizabeth and the Duke 
of Edinburgh depart from Government House. 

Several lucky children departed SI. Mark's looking smart and 
feeling excited. We were taken by a policeman to a certain 
position on the drive and sat down. On the drive there were 
several policemen, a couple of guards and a traffic arm to stop 
unwanted cars from driving up the drive. We wailed for 15 
minutes but no one came so we waited for 15 minutes more 
and finally SHE came. Her Majesty was seated In a Rolls
Royce with the royal flag on top. She had her window down 
and was waving to us as she drove slowly down the drive. After 
the excitement was over, we all returned to school. 

Although I found the waiting a bit boring I thoroughly enjoyed 
the once·ln·a·lifetime visit. 

Warwick Kelly-Form 11 

THE QUEEN 'S DEPARTURE TO PARLIAMENT 
Our hearts were tingling with excitement, for Standard 3M 
were going to see Her Majesty the Queen. l ook at those 
soldiersl They're as still as a rock. Imagine doing that every
day. We sat down on the grass and around the Ilowers which 
were kept as well as botanical gardens. Waiting for the Queen 
was the only problem! Hall an hour later we saw a black Rolls 
Royce with the Royal Standard Ilag on the top. The Queen 
was in the back seat waving to everyone in the nicest dress I 
had ever seen. Brrml The car went by too fastl 

Sarah Cofman-Std 3 

LIFE IN THE N.Z. ARMY BAND 
David Paling and Emma Sutcliffe interviewed two members 
when they presented a concert lor us at school, during the 
Royal Visit. From answering questions we learned: 

• that joining the Band is one way of taking up music 
professionally In N.Z. 

• that it is often boring standing to attention. 
• that the Army is proud 01 its Band, and the members 

very proud to be in it. 

".. -~ ....... ,~ .... "' ... _~ ...... , ... v. ~~ .. -.. ~ 
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• that the Band Is based at Burnham Military Camp and 
members do not take part In other military activities. 

• that the Band moves around the country for special 
events. 

• that the Band practises about six hours per day and it 
takes about two days to memorise a tune. 

• that it takes much practice to march and play at the 
same time. 

• that one embarrassing moment was when marching 
one rainy day one member closed his eyes and opened 
them to discover that the Band had disappeared I 

THE N.Z. ARMY BAND VISITS ST. MARK'S 
Today the New Zealand Army Band walked up the drive and 
played l ive tunes lor us. One was 'Easy l over' . The band is a 
brass band from the South Island. They play lor the Queen 
who is staying at Government House. The 'Band leader' 
Introduced people with their instruments. There was a saxo· 
phone, a trombone, a tuba and many others. They were all In 
smart red unilorms with shining black shoes. Every day they 
march up and down the road playing their instruments. They 
also have a conductor. His arm must get tired!!1 

Aimee Froud-Standard /I 

ST MARK'S SINGS FOR THE QUEEN 
On the 8th February 1990, twenty members 01 the St Mark's 
choirs went to the partially completed Mary Potter Hospice to 
Sing lor the Queen. 
Assembling l irst at St Anne's, where we would have a quick 
practice with their choir and one from Newtown school, only 
we went off to the place where we would all make history lor 
our schools. 
When the Queen arrived we received our cue and were off 
Into our first song. This was a hymn and we sang our hearts 
out. On completion, the Queen gave a speech in her refined, 
precise English voice. She spoke of the goodness of hospices 
around the world and said that she was sure this was one too. 
Soon It was time for the Queen to leave, and our second song. 
This was a difficult piece and we all hastily tried to remember 
the first line in time. We sang this well too. 
The New Zealand National Anthem was sung and the band 
played. People started to talk when we heard the whisper, 
'she's coming to talk to you!' 



The Queen shook hands with Mr. Cowan and said to Mrs 
Morgan, "That was lovely." She asked me what I had done to 
help the hospice and ' told her I had bought a red nose. Later 
when I told Mum, (Mrs Judith Duffy), she said "The red noses 
were for the Cot Death Appeal dear, not the hosplce~. I felt a 
bit silly. 
Unfortunately we were not on T.V. that night but we had seen 
the Queen. It proves my theory that when It comes to good 
singing, T.V. producers have no taste. 

Jonathan Duffy F2-Henry O/d-F2 

A RIGHT ROYAL DAY 
Sixty children from 51. Anne's, 51. Mark's and Newtown School 
gathered at the Mary Potter Hospice to sing to the Queen. We 
wailed for about an hour hoping that she would come soon 
and many children peered over the wall. At last the Queen 
arrived, wearing a white frilly dress and peach hat. Everyone 
ran to their places in order of height. After some speeches we 
sang -Peace Song-, a lovely tune by Dorothy Buchanan. We 
all stood as the Queen rose to make her speech and remained 
standing except for the guests. We then sang "When I Needed 
a Neighbour". After the National Anthem, the Queen came up 
and congratulated us on our singing. It was an honour for me 
to sing to the Queen, and it will be a day I' ll never forgel. 

Lena Balakrishnan-Form I 

"'fes,·we said as Her Majesty the Queen asked us questions. 
I had been waiting to talk to her all day and now my time had 
comel She was actually standing right there In front of us 
talking in her English accent. I still can't believe ,'ve talked to 
her, and it doesn't seem real. I suppose I'll just have to get 
used to it. At least now when someone says, -I've talked to the 
Queen," , can also say, ·50 have W 

James Rees Thomas-Form I 

SINGING FOR THE QUEEN 
I grew tense as the Queen's car rolled up the drive. 

The hospice Chairman announced we would give the Queen 
a special welcome by singing "When I Needed a Neighbour" 
and the Peace Song. 
We then watched the Queen leave. It was the best day of my 
lile! 

Jamie Tait-Std 3 

S3T' S VISIT TO NAIRN STREET COTTAGE 
On the first of March S3T went to the Nairn Street Cottage. It 
is an old-fashioned cottage. It was builtin 1858. We went into 
the parlour where there was a fireplace and an old-fashioned 
writing desk with writing quills. The next room was a kitchen 
with an old stove and big black pans. The staircase was hidden 
so that at first we didn't see it. Upstairs was a nursery and a 
bedroom. In the nursery there was a little bed about one metre 
long. It was for a sman child and there were lots of nice china 
dolls in the room. There was also a double bed. The other 
room had a single bed and a jug with waler that you poured 
into a bowl so you could have a wash, and also a little bath. 
Outside was a room with a butter churn, and a stove like the 
one in the kitchen. Our class helped to make pikelets by 
pouring the mixture on to a piece of metal which is heated up 
over the coal. We got one pikere! each and they were deli
cious. 

Hannah Thompson 

Nairn Street Cottage is a two storeyed home and was built in 
1858 and is now 132 years old. Downstairs there is an 
exhibition room, a kitchen, a parlour and a small bedroom 
which is now a nursery. Upstairs are a couple 01 bedrooms. 
One has a bed and a couple of chests and the other is bigger 
and has a double bed. In a small kitchen, which is in a building 
away from the house, we made butter and pikelets. To make 
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the butter we poured cream into a butter churn and turned the 
handle. One of the Mums had brought the pikelet mix. To make 
the pike lets we put spoonsful of the batter on a hot, lIat pan, 
and when they bubbled, turned them over. We ate them with 
the butter we had churned, which tasted like sour cream. Then 
it was time to walk back to school. 

Undsay Paling 

PUTANGIRUA PINNACLES 
The Pointing Putanglrua Pinnacles were the destination of 
Form II's rock study trip. Even though a long bus ride was not 
too exciting, our spirits rose as we entered the track. Ten 
minute breaks were needed often to cleanse ourselves with 
food or fluid. 

The hike began by trekking over vast quantities of waste land 
to where we went off a side track through the bush. Off the 
next opening on the other side of the cliff were the Pinnacles. 
Standing up straight like soldiers, scattered everywhere like 
grass, grey as rain clouds. Down the valley was the river bed 
where we were assigned to collect rock samples, but to get 
there lay a steep tracle Once down after a fast journey we 
began trekking up the river bed towards the Pinnacles. They 
seemed like dark aliens watching over you. Back to base was 
a big walk down a dry river bed collecting samples of rocks, 
before we ended up at the bus. 

This trip was a very good one, with every minute bringing a 
new view or sensation. The aspect which I liked the most was 
the steep track down to the river bed. If you did one thing wrong 
you would be In lor a long falll 

Michael Beckett-Form 1 



OUR TRIP TO THE SYNAGOGUE 
When we reached the Synagogue we were a bit early because 
we were fast walkers. Men and boys wore hats so they could 
show their respect in the Synagogue. In the front of the 
Synagogue there was this place called an Ark. A curtain was 
covering it. In the middle of the curtain there were the Ten 
Commandments. In the Ark there was a light called "the 
ever-lasting light". The boys were allowed to read from the 
Torah when they were thirteen and over. The Rabbi told us a 
lot about Jewish people. The pages of the Scrolls were made 
of animal skin. When men were praying they wore a Tefilin 
around their head and arms. The Tefilin had a box. In the box 
there was a bit of the Torah. 

Ratanak Koy-Std 2 

ALONG WALK 
It was a long walkl We went past the museum, and then 
crossed the road on the left, out of Buckle Street. Then we 
walked and walked till we got to the synagogue. . then we 
had to wait, but when we entered the synagogue, it was well 
worth the wait ... and the long walk! 
Inside the Jewish Synagogue 
The synagogue had an upstairs and a downstairs. The up
stairs lor the ladies and the downstairs for the men. Outside 
the synagogue was the six pointed star; the Star of David. 
Inside, were rows of seats, which had small wooden boxes on 
the back of them, with people's belongings Inside. The 
person's name would be on the box. In the middle of the 
synagogue, was a stand from which the Rabbi read prayers 
and the scrolls. The boys had to wear caps, because of 
tradition. 
The Ark 
The ark was a sort of cupboard with the scrolls Inside it. A scroll 
was made out 01 animal skin. It had parts of the Torah printed 
on it in special black ink. A Torah Is the Jewish Bible. The ark 
is locked and has a curtain drawn over the front, when it's not 
being used. We were allowed to see inside the ark on our way 
out. 
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Some Facts 
Did you know that the Jewish people read backwards and right 
to left? Jews can't eat dairy foods with meat, fish without 
scales or fins, and food with animal fat In It. 

AImee Froud-Std 2 

JAPANESE VISITOR 
Mrs Sos came to Mrs McAlister's class because we were 
leamlng about Japan and she was Japanese. Mrs Sos is a 
worker at the Japanese Cultural Centre. Mrs Sos showed us 
some pictures 01 Japanese people. In Japan people do not 
have beds, so they have to keep the lloor clean. When guests 
come the people give them slippers to wear. In Japan, Japan
ese people eat at low tables. Mrs Sos showed us the slippers 
they wear. Japanese children go to school from 8.30 to 4.30 
but we go to school from g.oo to 2.45. Japanese children have 
to do their homework until about II.oopm. Mrs Sos showed 
us one of Radean's books. In It the words go down and they 
start at the end and go to the middle. In Japan people have a 
lot of earthquakes. 

Clementine Ogilvie-Lee-Std 1 

When we were studying Japan Radean's mother came to talk 
to us about Japan. She told us that they only wear a kimono 
when they have Japanese functions or something like that. I 
always thought it was for everyday wear. They have their tea 

SPEECH COMPETITIONS 
During the first term we held our annual Speech Competitions 
before an appreciative audience. The successful contestants 
were: 
Seniors: 1 st, Emma Sutcliffe, "My Experience on a luge"; 2nd, 
Phyllida Crawford, "My Trip to Christchurch"; 3rd, Jonathan 
Duffy "My Sister is learning to Drive". 
Juniors: 1 st, Matthew Prentice "Cookie's Accident"; 2nd, Anita 
Kontopos, "My Greek Grandparents"; Rupal Patel, "Rubbish"; 
3rd, Kylie Sutcliffe, "The RoUer Coaster". 



without sugar and milk. They eat a lot 01 chillies. Japanese 
people used to eat with chopsticks. Some people still do but 
most people don't. Today lots of people in Japan do the same 
things as us and eat the same things as us. It has always been 
hard lor me to Lise chopsticks. I don't know how Japanese 
children can do it. Radean's mother told us the names of the 
lour Islands 01 Japan, Hokkaldo, Honshu, Shikoku and 
Kyushu. Hokkaldo Is the one at the top. Honshu Is the main 
island. Shikoku Is the littlest one and Kyushu is the one next 
to Shikoku. 

Tufsi Patef-Srd 1 

SOCIAL STUDIES WEEK 

On Monday we had a social studies week about Greece. I 
bought a Greek doll to school and a Greek costume. It was 
just the same costume that was on the doll. It was ve", big lor 
me. l ara's mum bought pictures and a oopy 01 the parthenon. 
We did 30 facts. I did one with the parthenon in it. We read 
stories about Greece. It was fun because we had a parade. 
We had to dress up in oostumes. I wore my Greek dress. 

Gina Giannos-Std 1 

MAKING BREAD 

Today our reading group made a loaf of bread. This was a 
follow-up activity from reading an article in the School Journal. 
After following the recipe, we placed it in the oven. It rose so 
high it nearly touched the top of the ovenl 

At lunch time, when it had been baked, those who had cooked 
it received a slice, and other classmates half a slice. With 
butter and honey, it tasted great! 

Matthew Norman-Std 3 

ANDREW TUCKETT AND DANDI MIME ARTISTS 

'Wowl Cool,· came the soft voices of the amazed pupils as we 
watched Dandi (Andrew Tuckett) peform his spectacular act 
using only Callum, a towel, a wig, plastic containers and a pink 
shower cap. He began by putting on the purple wig and a blue 
coat. Then he selected a pupil from the vast sea that stretched 
out before him. The lucky person turned out to be Callum 
Strong from Standard Four. Callum walked up to the front of 
the room, not looking too sure of himself and sat down on the 
chair provided then Dandi began to work. First 01 all Callum's 
hair was shampooed with imaginalY shampoo, then his hair 
was gelled with imaginary gel and last but not least the pink 
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frilly shower cap was placed on his head and everybody burst 
out laughing. As soon as the laughter died down Dandl re
moved the cap and the laughter started again, for inside the 
shower cap there was baby powder and Callum had gone 
grey. 

Andrew Tuckett is a mime artist and a very good one at that. 
I hope he comes back to our school with a new show so we 
can have a whole lot of new laughs. 

Kyfie Sutcliffe-Std 3 

Andrew Tuckett said that If you use your Imagination, Junk 
could be useful. He proved how junk can be useful. The junk 
he used was a piece 01 cardboard tube. He used it for things 
like a flute. Andrew started playing the tube as though it was 
a reat [[ute. The next thing he did was using it as a tennis 
racket. He was getting ready to serve. Whatck! He hit the ball. 
He was thinking he was Boris Becker. After that he asked us 
what other things we could use with the cardboard tUbe. A 
person said that you could use it as a baseball bat. I really 
enjoyed learning how junk could be useful. 

St. Mark's Church School 

11 Dufferin Street 

Basin Reserve 

Wellington 

19 April 1990 

Dear Mr Tuckett 

Jonathan Tupai-Std 3 

I was looking forward to seeing your show. One of my cousins 
said it was Just ballet but it's more than Just that. I think it's the 
best comedy show I've ever seen. I especially like "The Prison" 
because it was funny and had the wall. I liked "The Hair· 
dresser" too because you put talcum on Callum Strong. The 
people in my row were laughing our heads off . I think you 
should present "Make Your Own Mine" to the Queen in the 
luture. 
Yours sincerely, 

Arnit Govind-Std 4 



THE ROYAL SCHOOLS OF CHURCH MUSIC CHOIR 

SCHOOL MAY 1990 
The May 1990 Choir School was a 9reat success as usual. 
This year it was held at Wanganul Collegiate where it has been 
stationed in previous years. The buildings used were the 
caleteria, the Chapel, several of the boarding houses and the 
auditorium. 
The choristers were divided inlo 3 groups: Knight Gunior), 
Nicholson Gunior), and Byrd (senior). These groups were 
tutored by different people and the house I was in; Knight, was 
tutored by Mr. Francis Cowan (Capital Boy's and Men's Choir 
and SI. Mark Chapel Choir). Music was distributed on arrival 
and we enjoyed the selections. It Included ·Psalm 150" and 
"Arise, Shine", a piece written by an Auckland composer 
especially for the Choir School. 
We slept In dorms in the main building. The dorms were 
divided into cubicles of three beds, each with drawers and a 
wardrobe. I was in dorm 3, cubicle 29. 
The cafeteria was a modern building compared to the village 
like style 01 the main sleeping houses. Inside there were 
tables, chairs, a shelf along the side from where you collected 
knives, forks, spoons, trays and plates. You were served at a 
"servery". I am not going to make a comment about the food. 
Alter lunch each day, there was a recreational period. You 
could go to town, watch T.V., playa game of pool, read . .. 
The mass exodus was mainly to the "tuck shop· where money 
was heavily Invested in sweets 01 assorted varieties. 
Overall, the Royal Schools 01 Church Music May Choir School 
was a success, and I, like many others, enjoyed every minute 
of It. If you are in a choir that is part of the RSCM, I strongly 
recommend you take the opportunity to attend. 

Henry OId-F2 

A VISIT TO THE S.P.C.A . 
As we walked past the numerous rooms we heard dogs bark 
and cats meow impatiently. Perhaps they thought it was their 
lucky day and we had come to take them home. The cats 
looked so sad we took pity on them. Some cats were playful 
but some just lazed around . Then we ran through the rain and 
found ourselves in the kitchen. What a smellJ The dogs barked 
crazily at us. Some Jumped up to greet us. Right at the end 01 
the line was a small pup. If I went back there I'd persuade Mum 
to let me have him! 

Michael Fletcher-Std 4 

When we got to the S.P.CA, a lady called Tracy told us we 
had to be silent because there were very sick animals. Tracy 
led us to a room where we watched a video about the S.P.CA 
and how to look after animals. We were split into groups. Hall 
stayed and watched the video and half went to look at the 
animals. The half I was in watched the video first. It was quite 
sad in some parts. When the first group came back it was our 
turn to go out. Tracy took us to see the cats first. I picked up 
a big fat fluffy cat. This cat started playing with my hair as il it 
were mouse tails and began to chew it. I immediately fell in 
love with the cal. But I sighed and said, ·Oad will never buy it 
for me." I bet he'll say, "Maybe", and that means "no". I cuddled 
the cat once more and then moved on to see the puppies. The 
puppies were cute but not as cute as the cats. After we saw 
the puppies, we had a talk to Tracy and then It was time to go. 
I enjoyed my day at the S.P.CA 

Charlotte Griffin-Std 4 

In June, Standard Four visited the S.P.C.A. Clinic at 305 
Mansfield St, Newtown. 
Tracy, the Administration Officer, showed us around the Clinic. 
I couldn't believe the noise that the animals could make. How 
did the S.P.CA people ever get any work done? 
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We saw cats sitting In cages. I wonder what It would be like to 
sit about all day inside a cage? The puppies were Just what I 
had expected--adorablel Alter seeing all the animals we 
watched a video telling us about the war!< 01 the S.P.C.A. and 
then walked back to school In the rain. 

Steven Haturini-Std 4 

WAHINE VISIT 
On 20 June our class went lor a class trip to the Wahine 
Museum which Is Joined on to the back of a pharmacy in 
Seatoun. 
We were all separated into groups to take us up to the Museum 
by car. Then we were given some time to look around the 
Museum before Mr Hatch, the owner of the Museum, showed 
us a video on how bad the storm was, and what actually 
happened on the Wahine. After this we were introduced to a 
man they called· Joe-. 

Joe had been living In Seatoun during the disaster. Joe told 
us why the storm was so bad and where the Wahine. which 
means -ladY- in Maori, was pushed by the wind, and where it 
hit Barrett's Reef. 
After this Joe shared some personal experiences of that day 
with us, describing how he pulled two boys out of the water 
before returning them to the shore. 

After this I thanked Joe and we retumed to school. 
Julian Virtue-Form II 

ROAD SAFETY WEEK 1990 

On Friday 13 June. Tim Cameron, Mr Kelly and I visited the 
ballroom of the Plaza International Hotel on behalf of the 
School Aoad Patrol for a Road Safety Week lunch. 
A group from another school were the 'Patrollers of Honour' 
who held the poles up while everyone else walked through Into 
the room. The event started by the Town Councillor welcoming 
everyone. Then a priest said 'Grace' and we started on the 
meal. The lunch was a buffet so we helped ourselves. After 
everyone had had enough to eat, the guest speaker gave his 
speech. The speaker was Chris Amon, an ex·Formula 1 raCing 
driver. People listened eagerly, agreeing with points he made. 
When his speech was over all that remained was the Town 
Councillor to again thank everyone for coming and he gave a 
present to a special member of the committee. 

The afternoon was a great success and everyone there went 
home meaning to take a lot more care on the roads, whether 
a pedestrian or a driver. 

lana RobertsorrForm II 

OUR TRIP TO THE ISLAMIC CENTRE 

When we were Inside the Islamic Centre we were put into three 
groups. Before we went into the centre we took off our shoes 
and had to wear a hat. A man told us a few things. They have 
an arch on the wall which is where they face when they are 
praying because that looks towards Mecx:a. They have the five 
pUiars which are: believing in Allah (God) and their prophet 
Mohammed as their teacher, lasting, praying five times a day, 
Hall (pilgrimage) and sharing their wealth with others. Their 
holy book is called the Qu'ran. Before the people pray they 
wash their faces, noses. ears, hair, arms and legs. They use 
a Lunar Calendar which tells them when Ramadhan is (fast. 
Ing). They have twenty nine letters In their alphabet. A mosque 
has a dome, a tower and sometimes four towers to call the 
people to pray. 

Kirsten Johns-Std 2 



THE STANDARD FOUR CAKE STALL 
As I slowly got out of the hot and stuffy car, I felt like a baby 
chick sUllln Its egg: I walked up the stairs like an old grandma 
with a bad back. Suddenly, I felt a slight tug on my arm, it was 
my aunt dragging me towards the dreaded kitchen. I started 
making the cup-cakes. Once I started I couldn't stopl The 
baking went on and on, unUI disaster struck. It was a big 
problem. The cake-mix blew up and made a great big mess 
on the kitchen walls. I then heard footsteps coming up the 
stairs, It was my mother. I quickly grabbed the mop, then 
suddenly there she was! 

Donna ChU-Std 4 

The linle children slowly walked past with their hungry eyes 
fixed on the goodies. Their hands were tightly dasped around 
their money. We all waited for the first customers to buy our 
cakes. Slowly the Infants started buying our goodies, and one 
by one each child was chewing away on their linle feast. Then 
it was over and we waited for more people. The last goodies 
were going fast. When everything was gone we counted the 
money. We had raised $150.00. I' couldn't believe it. All that 
money with just linle cakes. Wowl 

Caflum Strong-Std 4 

The Standard Four Cake Stall was tremendously exciting. You 
could see the anticipation on the children's faces, as if they 
hadn't eaten for days. As they walked In, you could hear their 
money jingling In their pockets. As soon as they started buying 
things we started to get more and more money. The noise and 
the excitement gave me a head-ache, it felt like pins and 
needles travelling through my head, but that didn't stop me 
from selling my sconesll tried taking one scone but MaJ1( and 
Matthew stopped me, as If they were my Mother and father 
bossing me around. At the end we counted up the money and 
raised $150.00 for the S.P.C.A. 

Junior Logo--Std 4 

Have you ever been to NATIONAL CIVIL DEFENCE 
Headquarters? 
Form Two Penny have. On 14 June 1990 mydass went there 
to see what would happen to the nation in the event 01 a 
nation-wide disaster. We had a brief lecture on Tsunami's, 
volcanoes, earthquakes and other natural and manmade di
sasters and emergencies, before exploring the basement of 
the Beehive Civil Delence Headquarters. 
The basement was decorated very nicely and extremely well 
organised; each room was labelled, and inside were represen
tatives from Telecom, the M.E.D. and the Police Force, just to 
mention a few. The representatives are not there every day 
but they are called in when a disaster occurs. I never imagined 
that it would be so organised as there are caterers who work 
from the Beehive cafe to cook for workers and volunteers. 
There were also beds already made so that if any emergency 
occurred they would have somewhere to sleep. One surprising 
thing, was that every desk had a pad, rubber, pencil, pen and 
ruler all set out waiting to be used. Secoodly, all the office 
equipment was botted down and that induded phones and 
typewriters and computersl 

What a place!! 
I think this had to be the most organised place I have ever seen 
in my entire liIel (It was even more organised than Nicola 
Jenkin's bedroom!!!) III could think of two words to describe 
Civil Defence's Headquarters they would have to be OR
GANISED and SUPER EFfiCIENT. I am quite sure that in the 
event of an emergency that Civil Oefence would easily cope. 
At Civil Defence we were taught many things, but the two most 
important were: 

1. CIVIL DEFENCE IS ·YOU· . 
2. LOOK AFTER YOURSELF FIRST AND 

YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS SECOND. 
Kathryn Jane Haywood-Form II 
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MATH SWELL 26 JUNE 1990 
It was with a certain amount 01 apprehension that our three 
Form II maths team members assembled at Hun Valley High 
School lor the Form II section of the Wellington competition. 
They were Robin Eggar, David Colman and Salra Oayal. This 
was the first time that SI. Mark's had competed. 
The hall was abuzz with all the other competitors and teachers 
looking at the static competition display or receiving last 
minute Instructions. 
Then the team competition began with some difficult puzzles, 
none of which were solved by any school in the given timel 
The timed contest was soon underway. Uke many schools, 
our Intrepid team became bogged down on the first question. 
Nevertheless, when the time was up, we had aequined our
selves well and gained valuable experience to hand on to next 
year's team. 

L Strode-Penny 

MAGNIFICENT MATH SWELL 
On 26 June a team 01 three Form Two children went to the 
Mathswell Competition at Hutt Valley High School. The team 
was Salra Dayal, David Coleman and myself. It started '8t 
7.30pm. 
First of all we had a special activity; to cut as many different 
five square shapes as we COUld. Then we had to make them 
Into a 3 square by 20 square rectangle. None of the 35 teams 
managed this in the time limit, so we went on to the main part 
01 the competition. We had half an hour to answer 23 ques
tions. You could pass on a question but then you couldn't go 
back to it. You could only go on to the next question when you 
had either passed or got it correct. We scored 11 and the top 
score was 17. 
Even though we didn't do as well as we'd hoped, it was a great 
experience and will be something for the Form One children 
to look forward to next year. 

Robin Eggar-Form II 

1990 REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR 
On 12 July 1990, I went to the Wellington Regional Science 
fair In Upper Hutt. This year the school did not have its usual 
school science fair but I entered an exhibit anyway which was 
all about energy efficiency. 

The standard of entries was very high and I was very lucky to 
win fitly dollars. I came third In the fair. Shane Hope of Form 
One was commended for being the second best poster drawer 
even though he did not receive a prize. 
I hope anyone thinkin9 of entering next year's fair, does so, 
because even If you don't win a prize, the experience of 
planning your exhibit is very enjoyable. When you arrive there, 
you learn many tips In presentation which may help you next 
time you enter. 

Kathryn-Jane Haywood-Folm II 

On Thursday 12 July our dass went to the Islamic Centre. 
Everyone had to have their heads covered. If you do not have 
your head covered then you are not allowed in. You also have 
to take your shoes off when you enter the prayer room. The 
Muslims are the names of the people who worship at the 
Islamic Centre. Their bible Is called the Qu'ran, it is in Arabic 
and is opened right to left and read right to left. The arabic 
alphabet has 28 or 29 letters, but our alphabet has only 26 
leners. The Bible Is kept in a special box, because it Is so 
special. The Muslims do not have a normal calendar like us. 
Their calendar works by the moon. Every year in the ninth 
month they have no food until after sunset. Then they have a 
celebration called Eld, which is similar to our Christmas. They 
have a big feast and give each other presents. The Muslims 
pray five times a day. They pray on their own prayer mat and 
they always pray lacing Mecca. They pray at sunrise, noon, 
before sunset, after sunset and late evening. Their churches 
are called mosques. You know a mosque when yo~ see one 







because it has domes and a tower. The Muslims are not 
allowed any meat made from pig, and they can only eat meat 
killed in God's name. They are not allowed to drink any alcohol 
either. 

Charles Jackson-Std 2 

THE PliMMER TRAil 
At the ANZ at 9.00am both Form Ones gathered to start our 
walking tour on the Plimmer Trail. Before we started walking 
Mr Drew told us that where we were standing used to be part 
of the sea. Quite a bit of the trail referred to John PJimmer, also 
known as the Father of Wellington. 
The first stop told us about Noah's Ark. It belonged to John 
Plimmer. It got Its name from its shape. The bottom part was 
a partly sunk ship with a 10 by 20 metre warehouse on top. 
Hannah (Antrim) House belonged to Robert Hannah when he 
was 60 and had 4 girls and 3 boys who were all adults and 
living at home. He was the lounder 01 Hannah's shoe store. 
Antrim House was built In 1905, had eighteen rooms and was 
designed by Thomas Turnbull. It has two stories with a tower 
room above and has many deoorative features like stained 
glass windows and elaborately carved fire places. There have 
been very few changes, the most being in the upper storey 
where a fire took place in June 1940. Instead of using the 
original design they used the one that was most popular at 
that time. We also saw three churches, St. Mary of the Angels, 
SI. John's Complex and St. Peter's. SI. John's and St. Peter's 
were both designed by Thomas Turnbull. At St. Peter's we 
anended their weekly communion service. Then we headed 
towards Te Aro Pa Site, also known as Pigeon Park for lunch 
and walked back to school. 

Renu Badian~Form 1 

Walking, walking, walking, that's all we seemed to dol Up hllls, 
down hills, across roads and pedestrian crossings. Tramping 
across streets lOOking for land marks all over Wellington Is not 
my idea of fun. 
After eight places marked on our guide sheet were found, we 
came to number nine. This was the place I had been looking 
forward to all the walk. 
St. Mary of the Angels. This was where my mother was first 
married. Its exterior ranged from the concrete Madonna to the 
detailed blocks that had various designs. 
As we stepped Inside, our voices went from a low roar to a 
complete silence. We quietly filed into the church gazing In 
awe at the stained glass windows, high ceilings and carved 
scroll work on the altar, railings and wooden pews. 
It is described as a prominent Catholic Church, the third to be 
built on this particular site. Fire had destroyed the previous 
wooden one and this concrete structure begun in 1919. It Is a 
huge building which In my opinion took a great architect to 
design and build. I enjoyed every aspect of my walk but for me 
the highlight was visiting SI. Mary's Church. 

Vanessa Huppert-Form 1 

Pigeon Park 
Peck peck, peck peckl The pigeons of Pigeon Park were 
flocking in around us. Momentarily I forgot about the flood of 
relief I'd felt when Pigeon Park had first loomed into view to 
worry about pigeons. When the remembrance sprang back 
Into my mind it was too late to obtain a seat. Perched on the 
edge of the grass my feet began to recoup their feeling. As I 
scanned the site of the Te Aro Pa I slowly-began to take out 
my lunch-box from my bag to consume the food I had been 
yearning for, for the past two hours. The incentive of my 
lingering removal was not to catch the eye of the pigeons. Next 
thing I knew they wers on me, an army 01 infuriated pigeons 
were trapping me. In desperation I threw them some of my 
cherished food. It worked! Out of enjoyment I threw another 
piece. Magicl The pigeons were gone. I was wallowing in 
victory, for a few seconds anyway, you guessed it-they were 
back. After eating half my lunch and giving the rest to the 
pigeons, I heard Mr Drew's deep voice, -It's time to go." 
Relaxed, I started back to school. A most pleasurable day. 

Emma Sutcliffe-Form 1 
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MATILDA 
The energetic playsrs got ready. We waited. Matilda entered. 
She was just as excited as we were and so the story began. 
Three actors from Downstage came to retell the story of 
Matilda and managed wonderfully with seven parts. The play 
was simple and humerous. Sometimes we were part of the 
action too. 
Matilda and Miss Honey told most of the story with the other 
characters acting out funny scenes. A man played Miss 
Trunchbull, the mean headmistress and was very funny. 
We all enjoyed the performance very much and I think the 
actors from Downstage did too. 

Yasmin Morris S.4. 

Matilda Is a cute four year old kid. She can read! Nobody 
taught her. She taught herself by reading her mother's cook
book, the only book in the house!! Her parents only ever watch 
t.v., onry ever eat t.v. dinners and fish and chips, and what's 
more, Matilda's parents think she is a twit beca~se she reads 
booksl Once her father tore up a book that Matilda had been 
reading which was a library book. When Matilda turns five, she 
goes to Churchem Hall Primary School, and ... I won't tell you 
what happens, but Jet's just say it has a happy endingl In the 
play you will hear of the mysterious chokey, idiotic Eric Ink, 
magical powers, stolen cars, mean Mrs Trunchbull and lots 
more. 
-Matilda" is a fantastically humorous book which has been 
made into a play by the Downstage Theatre Group. 

Aimee Froud-Std 2 

NATIONAL LIBRARY VISIT 
The National Ubrary visit by Form 2 Penny was extremely 
interesting. 
There are over 2,000,000 books and approximately 90,000 of 
those are lor children. Only a few books are kept on the ground 
floor, the rest are stored in the basement. If you require a book 
you are able to enquire at the librarians' Information desk. 
They will . send a message through their computer to the 
basement. The librarians in the basement receive the mes
sage, locate the book and return it via telelift. A teleliflls similar 
to a mini monorail. 
The library has excellent resources ranging from books for the 
very young through to books with large print forthe elderly and 
even braille and talking books for the blind. They have maga
zines and all the newspapers which date back to the first paper 
printed In New Zealand. 
The National Ubrary is very much like my own local library but 
on a much grander scale. The local libra:y lets you borrow 
books, whereas the National Ubrary is purely a reference 
library. 
The visit to the National Ubrary was worthwhile to gain an 
Insight Into what is available when needing to research a topic. 

Margaret Campbell-Form II 

WATT? 
On Tuesday morning, Mr Jenkin came to Form liP to talk to 
us about electricity. 
He came to talk about Watts and Ohms. Mr Jenkin brought 
with him switches, lights and an electric blanket which he 
condemned because some one had spilled some fluid on it 
which could cause the plastiC coating around the wires to 
crack. If someone spilled something else on it they could get 
an electric shock. He also brought a transformer with the two 
wires sticking out one end. He plugged in and clipped a 5 wan 
wire on to it which instantly melted, and then a 15 watt wire 
which sparked, then glowed red hot, before melting apart. He 
also showed us how to ..... ire up a fuse which had burnt out. 
I found his visit and talk about electricity faScinating. I learned 
a lot about electricity which [ didn't know and the things he 
brought with him were most interesting. 

Gunther Simpson-Wild-Form II 



SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ROADSHOW 
Wowl How did they do that? (Two of my thoughts during the 
chemIstry display at the Science and Technology Roadshow.) 
The experiments and displays ranged from splrographs to light 
tubes, from copper plating to what happens to water when a 
beaker of dry ice is put on it, and to what happens to a 
carnation in liquid nitrogen. 
My favourite experiment was when different coloured loam 
·snakes· jumped out 01 several beakers. My other favourites 
were making charcoal and noting what happens to a tennis 
ball in liquid nitrogen. 
The best displays were the "light tube- which was like a 
telescope, (though what you saw was behind you), the copper 
plating, the lault line, the sweaty hands (which showed how 
much electricity you make ltom the sweat on your hands,) and 
the magnet display. 
All In aU, I think the Science Roadshow was enjoyable and lun, 
and I hope it gets enough money to come again next year 
because I wouldn't want to miss it. 

Nicola Jenkin-Form II 

On Friday 21 September, SI. Mark's SenIor School went to the 
Science and Technology Road Show. It was amazing. First 01 
all we were told about chemistry In the most creative way. 
They showed us all sorts of experiments from making chemi
cals change colour to a chemically reacting rocket-type 
launcher. 
When the presentation was linlshed we moved off to try the 
"hands on" experiments. My favourite was the M.E.D. power 
bill computer which told you how much power you use, then 
gave you a print·out. The things it told you about wete lasci· 
natingll didn't actually get a tum because it was so popular. 
The famous Van de Graaf Machine didn't work too well on me 
as my hair is so thick. I wasn't so sure about putting my hands 
on the steel ball after the demonstrator "diffused it" by touching 
a conductor. The next person on it had their hair stand on end 
though. Another experiment that I enjoyed was the spinning 
around chair that you sat on, belted up, then the demonstrator 
showed you how you pushed barbells in and out so that the 
momentum of the "in" made you go faster and the momentum 
01 the ·out" made you go slower. The pressure on your feet to 
go out was huge, and when you got off; man, you were dlzzyl 
The next experiment I tried was the microphones and speak
ers which, with a Iriend, you used to speak to one another. 
There was a series 01 knobs on the side 01 the machine which 
you turned to make your voice echo, or to make It higher or 
lower, and there were other things you could do with it inciud
ing combing the knobs to make different sounds. When we 
had spent time with the "hands on" experiments we sat down 
and listened to a physics presentation. My favourite part was 
the -170 liquid nitrogen. He dipped a bouncy tennis ball into 
the liquid nitrogen and it came out like a hockey ball.. But out 
of all the liquid nitrogen experiments I liked it most when the 
man simulated stIcking your finger into liquid nitrogen with a 
flower. When he brought it out again It looked pelfectly normal 
except that it crumbled to pieces. Those who were so keen to 
dip theIr fingers In were suddenly silencedl 
The ·Science Roadshow" was well worth seeing and I hope to 
take my family to see it. 

Gunther Simpson-Wild-Form 11 

THE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ROADSHOW 
Out Irom the tubes crawled the three pastel·coloured snakes 
which slithered around their tubes. The snakes were made by 
two chemical monomers (a compound whose molecules can 
join together to form polymer) to synthesize a plastic. 
The Science Technology Roadshow Is a travelling show which 
lets children think 01 science as something interesting. The 
Road Show Is helped by Toyota, B.P., United Banking Group, 
M.E.D., various universities and the Science Advisory Ser
vices Ltd and travels throughout N.Z. bringing a series of 
hands·on experiments. 
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Ouchl That Wellington East supervisor didn't tell me you 
weren't supposed to touch the Van de Graaff generator before 
she touched and held a grey metal ball on top. 

Bangl The homemade bazooka lire power went ftying for the 
third time as the gas boosted the projectile over the heads of 
all the pupils. 
These were just some of the parts of the Road Show. I think 
overall the Road Show was very Interesting but we weren't 
there long enough and I would like to go againl 

Daniel Wong-Form 1 

"RATS" PRODUCTION 
On Friday 17 and Saturday 18 August St. Mark's School 
performed their long awaited production of 'Rats'. 'Rats' Is the 
story of the Pied Piper of Hamlin and many children were 
involved in it. 
At the beginning of Term II the choir began to prepare for the 
producUon. There were roughly 20 principals in the show 01 
which I was one and also an adult townperson. The production 
was a musical with spoken parts to tell the story. There was a 
short musical introduction called 'Rooster Rag' and it was to 
tie in with the animal theme. 'Rooster Rag' was like Aesop's 
Fables with the moral to go with it. 
Opening night was very tense In the dressing room, people 
rapidly practising lines, others songs, others dances and some 
just biting fingernails, hoping for the best. It was time to go out 
and sing 'Rooster Rag'. Boys whispered to themselves "What 
was that line again?", "What comes after ... " As we walked 
out the audience quietened down. "Whew," I thought as I came 
off, "I'm glad that's over." 

About twenty minutes later we were ushered on stage to our 
various places, and then the curtain opened, no turning back 
nowl Amazingly, the show went without too many hitches. 
Would the second night be as successful? 

Katie Roche-Form T 1 

I arrived to a backstage dressing room full of excitement with 
over 100 wide·eyed children ready to go on stage. At 7.30 we 
walked on stage in lines to perform the curtain-raiser called 
"Aooster Rag" 
During a 20 minute interval we were 'made-up' ready for our 
parts In the musical. My part was Mr Roselli, a takeaway owner 
in Hamlin which seemed to require quite heavy makeup in
cluding a moustache. 
The production ran completely according to ptan without any 
major hitches for almost an hour and seemed to be enjoyed 
by our audience. 

My favourite parts were the first scene in which King Rat and 
Greasy Sue plan to take over Hamlin, the Council scene where 
most 01 the meeting was taken up arguing what they would 
eat at the Council Luncheon and the scene where the Aa.ts 
invaded the private homes and dashed out Into the audience 
in the darkened hall. Up the aisles and through the rows they 
went surprising the audience. 



It was a very amusing musical and I enjoyed my involvement 
in it. 

Stephen Upton-Form II 

·Oh rats, 
The rats are about.-
The opening lines of the opening song. How many times had 
we sung that? For me it was once too many times! It was 
almost the last time when Mrs Penny said that was the last 
practice we would have. 
Tonight was the big show. I was nervous but ready. After 12 
weeks of oractice I think anvone would be ready. I had a solo 
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in the musical. It was only four lines but It was enough. To say 
four lines in front of 750 people for two nights in a row was 
enough lor me. I didn't know how the people with the major 
parts could cope. 
The big night had arrived and was I nervousl "Rooster Rag
went past quickly and when we were oN stage it was a mad 
scramble to get changed and get make·up on and believe me 
it was chaotic. People here, people there. II someone had 
falien over they wouldn't be able to get up for five minutes. 
Well anyway, everyone eventually was dressed and into their 
places and the curtain wenl up. The show went well and 
nobody forgot their lines. After the show everybody rushed 
through the door to get out and I thInk I was squashed so much 
I grew one foot and was squashed Inward one foot, but I was 
ready to do it once more. 
I was treated as a hero at home for singing so well. 1 was happy 
with my performance and that's all that manered. 
That was my experience of "Rats- and I hope that all the other 
musicals that SI. Mark's put on are as good as "rats· was. 

BEHIND THE SCENES-"RATS!" 
5 4 3 2 1 Actionl 

Julian Virtue-Form II 

Now the moment had arrived for which everyone had worked 
so hard. What was seen on stage was only a smali part 01 the 
preparation which had gone on behind the scenes, since the 
beginning 01 Term II. My main contribution to our musical 
production was ticket sales, which operated on a daily basis. 
A group of us travelled from class to class before class, during 
class and after class until we had successfully sold 400 tickets. 
I also assisted with the painting of the backdrops. Unfortu· 
nately this got off to a rocky start, as one of our best painters 
and friends, Robin Eggar, returned to the United Kingdom. 
However, after a few problems we were soon rocketing away, 
finishing our three large backdrops before time, and two others 
the next day. On the performance nights we had 10 move the 
props. When we finished these on the Saturday night we all 



enjoyed consuming drinks and food. I think our "Rats" produc
tion was the best ever! 

Michael Beckett-Form II 

THE PIED PIPER by The Pied Piper 
Skipping through piles of kids on the Iloor and drowning rats 
was certainly a unique experlencel 
Being the Pied Piper was an exciting, thrilling, funny, embar
rassing but overalliun-lilled experience. 
I say embarrassing because of the time when we were prac
tising In front of college boys at the Wellington College Hall, 
but it was a good opportunity to get a realistic Idea of what it 
would be like on the big night. 
When the big night finally came, I was mentally prepared and 
did not have stage fright. This Is because I believe stage fright 
Is In the head. What I wasn't prepared for was how much fun 
it would bel 
In future I will audition for play parts, not because I fancy myself 
as an actress but because 01 all the fun and enjoyment you 
get out of it. 

Kathryn-Jane Hay.vood-Form If 

THE WIZAR D OF OZ 
On 25 September we went to see The Wizard of Oz at 
Wellington College. Each of the Standard Ones had to take 
responsibility for a little Jl child. Mrs McAlister's class took 
responsibility for Mrs Lang's class. I had to look after a little 
girl called Nadine. It was tiring walking up the hill but it was 
worth it. Some of the boys there came to st. Mark's when they 
were younger. When we got there we were too early, so we 
sang some of our school songs. After that we went Into the 
Brierley Theatre. 

The people in the pertormance were Dorothy, Toto, Good 
Witch, Munchkins, Scarecrow, Tin Woodman, lion, Winkles, 
Wicked Witch of the East, Soldier, Wizard of Oz, and last but 
not least, Glinda. There was also an orchestra, which played 
lovely music. They had very good lighting and sound effects. 
The main part of the Siory is about Dorothy and Toto getting 
blown away in a tornado and landing In a land called Oz. She 
wanted to lind her way back home, so she visited the Wizard 
of Oz. She met a scarecrow, a Tin Woodman and lion. They 
went along with Dorothy to the Wizard. When they got there 
they found out the Wizard wasn't a Wizard. Dorothy said 
Good-bye to her friends, because Glinda the Good Witch had 
told her that her silver slippers could take her home. We had 
great fun. 

Tulsi Parel-Std 1 

ROCKY SHORE STUDY- STD II 
As we approached the sandy beach in our groups, everyone 
began running towards the rocks holding clipboards in their 
arms. Some groups looked carefully for shells that lined the 
water. Some groups looked for footprints in the sand. Of 
oourse, we oould all identify the different sorts of shells be
cause we had learnt about univalves, bivalves and molluscs. 
Impatient, and not to mention hungry, we all sat down on the 
grassy area and started munching at sandwiches hungrity. 
After eating our enormous lunches, we all quickly zoomed off 
to the rocks. Already people had quite a oollection of shells 
and seaweed, but now both classes clambered swiftly across 
the rocks and started searching Joyfully for what they hoped 
to find. It was a wonderlul find, one person even found a 
starfish that was very, very big, also lots of cushion startish 
and hermit crabs. Interesting objects like chitons and shrimps 
swam quickty around rockpools, darting here and there lock
ing up at our big faces staring silently down. After that, when 
our Ice-cream oontainers were just about up to the brim with 
various kinds of seatife, the work began. There were pools to 
be dug, and water to be oollected so that we all ended up with 
rockpools 01 our own containing all those sea creatures. This 
was just as well really because all the real rockpools were 
empty, and so as not to destroy the natural wonders of the 
beach, at the end of the day we put aU the tiny and not so tiny 
an imals back under the waves where they belong. As you 
would have probably realised by now, we did leel a bit sad as 
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we heard the bus arrive, but we had filled everything in on our 
dipboards and we slowly packed up and went on to the waiting 
bus. 

William Connor-Srd 2 

GRANDPARENTS' AFTERNOON 
In October we held our annual Grandparents' afternoon. We 
were delighted to weloome over a hundred grandparents, not 
only from the Wellington region. but also from Canterbury, 
Taranaki, Hawkes Bay and Nelson. 
Pre-school and Junior School reoorded some impressions. 
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1989 SENIOR CAMP 
On 4 December 1989, Form II H. and Form II E. pupils headed 
out to Camp Akatawara. On our arrival the Manager was there 
to greet us in a friendly manner. The food was 01 a high quality. 
There were 7 beds (in each cabin) in which there was also a 
light and a heater. The worst thing about camp was the 
weather and a few girls who kept coming into our cabin. The 
hike was hard but fun. The most interesting things there were 
the flying fox, the confidence courses, and the burma bridge 
which is a piece of wire (for walking) and two supporting wires 
to keep your balance. Only a few people fell into the river! 

Hament Kasanji 

A feeling of wetness engulfed my body. I hung from the canoe 
in the freezing water. After 30 seconds l luriously hit the sides 
on the canoe. Instantly I was fl ipped over and I inhaled deeply. 
As the fresh air entered my lungs I thought how brilliant 
kayaking was. 

Clinton Hubbert 

Camp was enjoyable (but) very exhausting. Activities like 
kayaking and orienteering gave us a chance to use our skitls 
and to learn new ones. Unfortunately the only bad point was 
the weather which was not in our favour. 

Chantelle WheW 

I thoroughly enjoyed the confidence course as it was a 
challenge I had never faced before. No school work, all play; 
great meals, tons of friends and a lot of helpfulness. A great 
week for everyone with many activities and excitement. 

Usha Naran 

The things I liked ab.)ut the camp were the trampoline; the 
adventure 01 it all, the trampoline; Devendra chasing Hayley, 
the trampoline; shaving cream (the best part of the concert), 
and of course the trampoline. 

Duncan Thomason 



What I liked about camp was all the activities we did (but) 
especially when Clinton fell into the cow dung. The food was 
all right, but it wasn't as good as my mother's cooking as 
everyone kept saying. 

Vinod (I should know) Hira 

The good things about camp were the early morning run and 
the long hike. I liked the kayaking and the cabin skits, the flying 
lox and the Burma Bridge. I liked going to see the glowworms. 

Devendra Patel 

1 found it really exciting but freaky when I did a roll in the kayak. 
Shudders passed through me as Miss Thompson counted 
·One, two and three!" Down I went. Jt wasn't scary at all but 
the water was so cold it felt like electricity running through my 
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body. As soon as I knew I was alive and still breathing I ran 
across the field and hopped into a hot shower. 

Maria Sippen 

My favourite limes at Camp Akatarawa were the confidence 
course, the concert and bed-time with all the talking. In fact 
almost everything we did was' fun. Unfortunately the weather 
slopped us from doing many things we would have liked to do 
such as softball, soccer and canoeing in the pool because it 
was so cold. We were lucky it was a fairly decent day for the 
hike though. 

Mieke Kryuff 



The straIn of pulling.the flying fox back from the other side of 
the river. Walking around in the coolness of the nIght. Able to 
see such wonderful views on the hike. 

Keane Chan 

The best thing at camp was probably the confidence course. 
It was very challenging as was the 6 metre Burma Bridge and 
other balancing challenges. The team initIative course was 
just as challenging and fun. 

Phillip Schone 

J thought the food would be bad, but when I had my dinner it 
was delicious. 

Sean Robertson 

No school camp would be possible without the assistance of 
parents. Its ultimate success depends on the full co-operation 
of those for whose benefit it is being held. In these regards the 
St Mark's Form II camp of 1989 was Indeed fortunate. Miss 
Thompson and J express our gratitude to all participants during 
that rather sodden week, but in particular to our permanent 
parent team of Mrs Kibble, Mrs Archibald and Mrs Glovanidis. 

James M. Hunter 

ST MARK'S TAKES PART IN A 'WRITERS AND 
ILLUSTRATORS' WORKSHOP 
On Saturday 10th November St Mar1<'s sent two representa· 
tives to a Writers and Illustrators Wor1<shop sponsored by the 
New Zealand Reading Association. 
An increasingly popular event, over two hundred children 
from State and Private schools could not be accommodated 
at an event organised for ninety. 
On arrival, our representatives, Matthew Cho, (Illustrator) and 
Jonathan Duffy, (Writer) attended the opening function con
ducted by well-known radio programmer, Dick Weir. Following 

this the 'workshops' were broken up into small groups, and 
classes began, each led by a prominent New Zealand writer 
or illustrator. 
The participants had been asked to bring along a story either 
they or one of their classmates had written. Matthew took 
along a story written by Jonathan about the 'Great Fire of 
London'. That story was selected by the other illustrators in 
Matthew's group to be the basis of their work for the day. 
Twisting the context a little, they illustrated a work called 'The 
Great Fire of Ekatahuna'. 
Jonathan was also busy in his dass that day. Led by poet Keith 
Thorsen, they discovered 'wordstormlng' techniques, 
'layouts', 'detail' and how to collect 'images' from a range of 
sources under one general theme. Using what he had been 
taught during the day, Jonathan wrote a poem, based on a 
classroom essay topic about a young girl who had been 
kidnapped, entitled simply 'Prisoner'. 

Prisoner 
Four walls around me 
Four walls surround me 
Sometimes they dose in 
And crush me. 
I think 01 when I was free 
As a child, when I fantasised 
About my adunhood. I thought 
I would be a beautiful model; 
But look at me cowering In 
Sell pity. 
I look at the mighty steel 
Bars that hold me in this 
Cage. And I think with rage, 
Why am I here? 

Jonathan Duffy-Form 1/ 

Shalini Shanthikumar talks to her Pre School classmates about Sri Lanka, and shows them some Pongal rice, a favourite 
dish of Sri Lankan children. 
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ME 
, am a black, black cal with glistening green eyes. 
I am the hot summer. 
A small sleek tireless piece of the night, 
slipped out and gone hunting. 
I am the heat, the blistering sun, 
A piece of tapa cloth, wrapped around the 
strong enduring warrior's waist. 
A hammock woven of flax, with a new 
baby In It, with a proud mother hovering. 
The T.V. show yet to be made, yet to be thought of. 
I am hunger, but do not bring famine, 
I am thirst, but do not bring drought. 

Helena Finema~Form I. 

WINTER 
Thud, thud, thud 
The hall makes war with the rool. 
The cold Increases as if a giantlreezer was opened. 
Although the hall makes war and the cold increases, 
The air Is crisp like the first bile of an apple. 
Everyone knows that the l irst bite is the best, 
This Is also true with clean fresh air. 

Simon GilJ-Form I. 

GRANDPARENTS 
My grandfather and grandmother love me and my grand
mother has her nose pIerced. My grandfather, when he came 
to stay at our house made me a cricket bat. Sometimes I ask 
him to play bal!. Whenever J come home lrom school my 
grandparents make a mea!. 

THE GOOD OLD DAYS 
Monday 7th May 1860 
Dear Diary, 

Srivaths Rajasekar---.J2 

Ilell over In the dark In the yard and bumped my head. Porridge 
for breakfast agaIn] J also fell over into the pig sty. J rode my 
horse "Mary" to school and I did not fall off. At school we had 
a maths test and I got 50 out 01 60. This meant that I got 
strapped again. Atter school I mumbled at myself and every
one else. At 3 o'clock I had an apple and did my homework. It 
was getting late and Mummy gave me some home-made 
buner to put on a piece 01 bread atter I had helped to churn 
the buner. No choppIng lirewood today-good! We had dinner 
which was a l at pigeon and I went straight to bed. This was 
the worst day 01 my life! Tomorrow will be bener. 

Patrick McCashi~Std 2 

DRESSING UP 
I had just invited Aaron over to play when I heard Mum say 
she was going out to do the rounds because the cupboards 
were bare. I heard the door shut and as quick as lightning 
Aaron and I were in Mum and Dad's room ready to play 
'Dressing Up!'. 

Aaron took the liberty 01 opening Mum's cupboard. I like to call 
It the 'million dollar cupboard'. Walking through the million 
dollar cupboard Aaron found it so big that he thought he was 
going to Narnla. 
When we had finally explored the far depths of MUm and Dad's 
closets, we made the decision to try on these exquisite clothes. 
Our f irst experIment was the magnificent legendary 
bellbottoms and to top that off the love beads. Aaron put on 
Mum's clothes because he was the more feminine of the two 
of us. 
After we experienced the sixties we decided to try out the 
foreign head gear known to women as wigs. I took the first 
step at this stage. I grabbed the first wig in sight and delicately 
placed It on my head, Aaron said I looked like Madonna. When 
we had finished trying on the wigs we came to the conclusion 
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that we should go for the big one, the make-up. We walked 
slowly I don't know why, it was like something was going to 
pop out of this massive box. The two of us finally reached the 
box and when we opened it we stood In awe at this elaborate 
show-case of lipsticks, perfume, and make-up pendls. Every
thing you could possibly think of was in my mum's make -up 
box. I picked up the pink lipstick and smeared a large amount 
01 the substance on my lips until there was only a small stub 
of lipstick left in the tUbe. Aaron puffed a little bit of the most 
expensive French perfume on his neck pretending to be a real 
lady. 

As we were brushIng mascara into our faces we heard a door 
shut. Oh oh mum was home, she came in and caught us 
red-handed In bellbonoms and all. Boy was she angry. She 
sent Aaron home and started giving me lectures about how all 
the stuff cost money and she punIshed me badly. 

It was a week later now and I was at Aaron's house. This time 
hIs Mum said she was going out, we heard the door shut once 
again. And, well, you know the rest. 

Chris Symingto~Form /I 

THE BEAVER FROM BASIN RESERVE AND HIS CRICK· 
ETING COUSIN FROM COURTENAY PLACE 
Every night the beaver from Basin Reserve and his cou sin 
played cricket in Basin Reserve. One day there was a cricket 
game for the Cup. The beaver told his cousIn, so thai day the 
two beavers sat In a tree watching the game. After the game 
the beavers saw a strange house (SI. Mark's). They crossed 
the road. It was 1 0.30. The pupils saw the beavers and played 
with them. Every playtime the children played with the bea
vers. Soon the beaver who lived in Courtenay Place moved 
to the Basin Reserve with his cousin. The children taught them 
to read and talk. After a few weeks the beavers were nearly 
intelligent. The beavers could add!! 

Jamie Cavanagh-Std 1 

SIMlllES OF WINTER 
OutsIde, the hail bounces off the roof like endless shooting 
bullets. The cars all covered in frost look like fluffy white 
animals all lined up In a row. The cold wind blows the trees 
about like an angry anImal that is fighting them. The nights get 
longer and colder and the days get shorter. 

Jonathan Yorkal- Form I 

The day is a freezer of coldness. The snow Is a white sheet, 
neatly laid down on the ground. The wind is like a whistling 
tramp running down the street. The sun hides itself behind mist 
and clouds, in fear of the cold. People sit by fires that are like 
roaring orange tlgers. The sky is as dark as a newly tarred 
road, and the winter months are as slow passing by as a lazy 
sleep. 

Sarah-Jane Harvey-Form I 
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IF I WERE QUEEN OR KING FOR A DAY 
If I were Queen fO( a day, I would do lots of things. I would go 
travelling places, meeting people and doing lots of other 
Interesting things but the best thing Is helping people. When 
you are helping people you don't need to be greedy. I would 
like to help people buy food, clothes and be warm during the 
oold nights. Then when I am sure that the person I helped was 
better, I would go back: to my house which Is called Bucking
ham Palace and have a rest. 

Rena Abboud-Std 2 

THEOLDATIlC 
Walking up the creaking staircase led to a room full of mystery. 
Silence filled the whole room, making It seem empty, but it was 
not-for there, all around, were curiositIes oovered in dust. 

Behind me, I saw a set of old and tattered furniture, which 
wasn't cared lor, and had been battered around through the 
years. 
Lying on the floor, beside a pile of old rugs was a trunk, 
covered In dust, oontainlng only old clothes and Jewellery. 
All the time you are inside the attic, It's as if someone is always 
behind you, making sure you don't misplace anything, and 
making sure that you leave It stili and quiet, Just as it was when 
you entered the room. 

Kerry Ann Lee-Form I 

ON TOP OF THE WORLD 
Packing time, In goes the sleeping bag and back: pack. Ten of 
us travelled to Nelson by Inter Island ferry and truck. One of 
the West Coast's highest mountains was awaiting our climb. 
FO( lour days we tramped through bush, and crossed wild 
rivers. We hunted rabbits and chased a group of wild pigs. As 
we came down our first gravel slide, I was shocked to see how 
big it was. Running down arm In arm with my travelling 
oompanion Allan I felt excited and a little scared, but we made 
It safely to the bottom. When we stopped to eat that night, We 
listened to the different birds singing In the bush. Later that 
night, we lell Into our bunks, exhausted. Once I even fell 
asleep before dinner. We left Picton on the lerry with sore 
shoulders from carrying the packs and cuts and bruises Irom 
the branches and the bush lawyer. 
However, I stilileit good about our decision to go bush lor the 
holidays! 

Rion Hogan-Std 3 

THE BREEZE 
As I was sitting on the ooncrete I could feel the breeze against 
my face. II was blowing my hair towards the school entrance. 
I had a shivery feeling InsIde, and my eyes were stinging. My 
fingers were feeling numb. The wind felt like a gigantic fan 
sitting on a cloud, swishing this way and that. I fe lt as fresh as 
a daisy. 
Wind may be icy and cold but it Is very exciting. 

Priya Patel-Std 2 

WINTER 
Waking up on a winter morning Is like getting up to find 
someone had left all the doors and windows in the house open, 
but going downstairs feels like it Is summer, as the heaters are 
turned hIgh. People's laces turn rosy red as they move closer 
to the heater. 
The trees outside have no leaves. They are statues, standing 
still and quiet with no life, branched in one position. Then the 
wind comes along and makes the trees sway In motion like a 
sea 01 hands wavIng to and fro. 
Outside everythIng Is stili and quiet but lor a gentle breeze 
blowing through the trees. Hardly anyone wanders the streets; 
the place Is a ghost town, quiet and deserted. 

Kerry Ann Lee-Form I 
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Rupert Gough 

JIM THE GENIE 
One day I was bored. I had nothing to do. So I went outside 
and I found an old teapot. It was dirty from lying in the gutter 
so I rubbed it on my arm to make It cleaner. Suddenly I felt as 
though I was floating. Finally my feet hit firm ground. I looked 
and saw that I wasn't at home nor in my neighbourhood. A 
person appeared. I asked him, "\'Vhe are you?" He said, "I am 
Jim, the very last Genie In the world." "Sure: I said, "and I'm 
Peter Pan!" "I can prove it," said Jim. ·Okay,"I said, "and then 
you can tell me where I am." "I will make a table appear," said 
Jim. He did and then he said, "You are at my home. By rubbIng 
the teapot you arrived here." I asked, "But how do I get back 
home and will I ever see you again?" "Yes, you will see me 
again," said Jim, "Just close your eyes and I will get you home." 
When I opened my eyes I was home again. I noticed the teapot 
and thought that all I had to do to see Jim again was to rub 
this teapot. And from then on I was never bored again. 

Agnes Hon--$td 3 

THE SQUID FROM SEATOUN 
Once upon a lime there lived a Squid. He was ooly 1 Oem long. 
One day he was so small, thin, tired and hungry, that he found 
a big hole In the sea and cl imbed through it. He saw a big sign 
whldl said "Seatoun, that way". He Jumped in exdtement and 
said to himself "Soon I'll be playing with Coosin Octopus". 
BefQ(e he gOI there, something terrible happened. A whale 
tried to eat him up but the squid went through his fins While he 
wasn't lOOking. He got directions from a crab. While he was 
thinking of where to go, he came to a aossroad. He said to 
hlmseslf "\'Vas it North, South, East or West?" He tried to work 
it oul. 
Soon night fell, so he lit a fire and fell asleep. In the night ghosts 
howled, and skeletons rattled. Finally, it became morning . 
Then he realised that he still had to sort out the right road. He 
tried West, but as he started he saw a piece of wood glint in 
the sun. It was hidden behind a bush. He slowly pushed back 
the leaves ... 
Suddenly Squid looked at the sign post. It saId "Danger, Keep 
Away". Then he tried North. II was the right way. Suddenly, he 
turned round and looked at the road leading West. Squid 
became curious. Why can't you go down that path? Why does 
it say "Danger, Keep Away"? He decided to follow the pathl 
Squid looked along the path. "It's as dark as night here", he 
muttered to hlmsell. He carried on down the path. Ghosts 
howled, skeletons rattled and bats flapped. He started to run 
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along the path. He was frightened now. Was iltoo late to turn 
back? 
He kept on running along the path hoping he could get out 01 
the way of the ghosts. The trees turned into monsters and were 
trying to catch the squ id. After a long and frightful journey he 
found another cross road. He tried to think which direction he 
should go In. He got to Seatoun which was a very beautiful 
country. 
The moment Squid got to the guards, they gave Squid some 
glasses and said "Do not take these glasses off. If you do, you 
will be blinded by the brighllighl." He lound Cousin Octopus, 
and they greeted each other and played games with each 
other, and then they lived happily ever alter. 

Julia Baynes-Std I 

AN INCREDIBLE FEAT 
They fly through the sky like a pointed arrow 
Leaving a smokey tail behind them. 
Twisting and turning at incredible speeds, 
Doing death defying deeds. 
Taking their lives in their hands 
leaving us gazing into the sky 
Feeling glad to be standing on land. 

Matthew Watson-Form II 

EVil MAY DAY 
I was wakened by the sound 01 burning timber. Jumping out 
of bed, I rushed to my bedroom door to be greeted by a cloud 
of smoke which blinded me lor a moment. When the smoke 
cleared I could see what was happening. It is May Day in the 
year 1517. Later to become known as Evil May Day. The 
london workmen are angry because foreigners have come 10 
l ondon and have been laking over their jobs. The King thinks 
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Risha Solanki 

thaI there might be violence and has ordered that everyone 
should Slay home today. 
About me now are scenes that the King's order has been 
disobeyed. Londoners are running through the streets sening 
fire to shops and houses. I reoognized some of the people. 
They had shops that I pass every morning. 
A man starts walking around the streets. It is the under·sheriff 
of the city, Thomas More. He Is calming the people down and 
sending them home. The streets are emptying now apart from 
a few people watching; like myself, and others puning out the 
fires. 
It is not long before I hear the sound of loud lootsteps ooming 
closer. When in sight I see it is the King's troops probably 
coming to stop the riot. But it is all 100 lale. Thomas More has 
already persuaded the riolers 10 go home. 
The nexl day the rial Is over and the city seems peaceful once 
more. In the town·square Thomas More comes out to speak 
to the people. The crowd is very curious about what will 
happen to. the workmen who were rounded up by the soldiers. 
"Four hundred men are held prisoner and Ihirteen men are to 
be hanged because 01 their involvement In the riots: he says. 
I was now very glad that my father had refused to participate. 
I had never realized how serious the riot would be. 
It is because of Thomas More's pleading with the King that the 
other four hundred workmen would be saved. The prisoners 
were very thankful for Thomas More. 

Fiona Gregson-Form II 

QUEUING 
1 entered the long queue at the ticket office of the picture 
theatre. Impatient people dived into the line spilling salt drinks 
and scanering pineapple lumps all over the floor. Teenagers 
indulged in conversation and clumsily nudged each other as 
they pushed their way to the front. The sweet aroma of the 
Candy Counter drifted past my nostrils and my mouth watered. 
At last I reached the counter and bought my ticket. Clutching 
it carefully in my hand I made my way towards the cinema and 
looked for a good seal. 

Nicholas Cameron-Std 4 

KIWI SHOW GODS 
A perfect blue day 
Awakened by seven gods 
Through the air they pass 
Warbirds 01 the sky 
Non·weaponable they are 
But still faster than light 
Streaking the air with dark grey. 

THE GREAT FIRE 

Mark Ahkit- Form 1/ 

"Run down to the shop and get some bread." called mother. 
"Yes mother: I replied. A few months earlier' would have 



taken my friend Elizabeth with me, but her mother had died in 
the plague and she was much too busy looking after the house 
to come down to the bakery with me like we used to. 
On my way to the shop on Pudding Lane I thought of all the 
people who had died from the disease. There were so many. 
I counted everyone I used to know, I came up with eleven. 
Eleven wasn't really very many. Whole families had died. Each 
night when I went to sleep I prayed that I wouldn't wake up 
with the red rash that signalled the start of the disease. When 
I woke up I checked that my parents and brothers were still 
okay. 
The bread shop was crowded. Everyone came to get their 
bread in the morning. You could smell the bread, and some· 
thing else. Mother looked out the" window. Something was 
burning. I thought nothing of it. Maybe the bread would be a 
little harder and darker this morning. 
I headed home and arrived just In time lor breakfast. As we 
ate I could still smell the burning and so could everyone else. 
Mother looked out the window. Flames were tearing down the 
street in a fiery mass, burning everything In its path. We saw 
people running for their boats and father commanded us to do 
the same. '"Take only your most precious posessions and run 
down to the river. Quickly childrenl- he ordered. 

There was a wind blowing through the city on that day, the 2nd 
of September 1666. This Increased the speed of the lire. The 
only good thing about the wind was that it headed the fire in 
the opposite direction of our house. It was heading instead 
towards 5t. Paul's Cathedral. 

Running to our boats was terrifying. The streets were full 01 
panicking people fleeing the scorching lIames. Mothers with 
young children were having the most trouble. People were 
heading for the hills and the river like us. 

Father's boat was very common. A simple row boat used for 
Sunday afternoon excursions on the river. As we rowed away 
I glanced backwards at our once beautilul now burning city. 
Did it start in the breadshop that morning? If it did I wasn't 
surprised. The whole city was alight. The buildings all made 
of wood, burned easily. That night we stayed at an Inn in a 
small town on the river Thames. 

We stayed there lor five long boring days. There was not much 
word Irom London and the little that there was, was usually 
just town gossip. On the fifth day a messenger arrived at the 
town. 

"The fire in London is oul,- he proclaimed. -Many homes have 
been burnt and the town is reduced to ashes. The King has 
allowed people back to the City. There is one piece of good 
news. No-one has been killed and the lire Is thought to have 
burnt out the plague." In a day we were back in the city. Our 
house was one of very lew which had not been demolished. 

Over the next few years the whole city was rebuilt. This time 
mainly 01 stone, which would not burn so easily. Finally our 
city was back to normal butthe memory 01 the day 01 the Great 
Fire of London will stay for a very long time. 

Saira Dayal-Form II 

WINTER 
It's the beginning 01 winter. Out of the window children are 
cleaning the mountain of frost on their parents' car. Bare trees 
sway side to side like a stranded person in Ihe middle 01 
nowhere waving for help. A giant cloud 01 smoke covers the 
sky, lrom all the chimneys down the street. In winter the days 
get shorter and the nights become longer. 

Donna Fang-Form I 

RAIN 
We looked through the doorway and the chilling wind hit us. 
Raindrops fell diagonally. Low lying clouds covered the hills 
and concealed the tall buildings of the city. The rain splashed 
down into puddles forming concentric circles on their wind· 
swept surface. 

Rahul Govindan-Std 4 
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HOW I FOUND OUT I WAS AN ALIEN 

I woke up one morning feeling lunny. My head felt dizzy and 
strange. I got out 01 bed and went to my mirror. My hair was 
turning blue, green and plnkl I rubbed my eyes because I 
thought I was dreaming but I wasn't. My hair was really 
changing colourl I ran downstairs to show Mum. "Muml- I 
cried. "Look at my hair. It has changed colour!- Mum glanced 
at me and then sat down and said "I was hoping it wouldn't 
happen ......... but it did." My mum explained to me how 
her hair changed colour when she was younger and how she 
did not know how it had happened. 

After a few weeks my Grandma said she was going to visit us 
because she had some Important news to tell. On the day 
planned, Grandma arrived at midday with a big parcel. I went 
up to Grandma and gave her a big hug. I asked her what was 
in the big parcel and she said we should wait until Mum came 
out 01 the kitchen. 

When Mum came out 01 the kitchen, Grandma told us to sit 
down. She opened the parcel slowly, as il something inside it 
was delicate. Grandma took something out that looked like a 
crystal, and held it up to the light. The rays shone on the crystal 
and It burst into lIamesl My Grandma was holding lIames In 
her bare handsl That was when my Grandma said ·Our family 
are aliens". 

Arti Badiani-Std 3 

WINTERY THOUGHTS 
The day is a freezer of coldness. The snow is a white sheet, 
neatly laid down on the ground. The wind is like a whistling 
tramp running down the street. The sun hides itself behind mist 
and clouds, in fear of the cold. People sit by fires that are like 
roaring orange tigers. The sky is as dark as a newly tarred 
road, and the winter months are as slow passing by as a lazy 
sheep. 

Sarah-Jane Harvey-Form I 

The winter sea is a giant dog shaking his wet sides all over 
the cliffs, as the nights grow longer and the days become 
shorter, and the'J)uddles are like shiny mirrors. 

George Tsalis-Form I 

WINTER 
I look out on the hill covered with frost looking like a mountain 
of snow. The animals in the paddock are huddled In a corner 
trying to keep warm and crying for lood too eat. I step out the 
door, I am a bear covered in lur from head to toe. I pick up 
sOnle hay covered in frost, my hands turn to icicles but I give 
the goats their food quickly, and run inside lor some hot coHee. 
In the car ii's frosty cold and the motor won't start, but we're 
linally down the hill, I just catch a glimpse of Wellington. It's a 
crystal palace city and the B.N.Z. is a great dark tower. 

Amy Tannahill-Form I 



Tulsi Patel 

ARRIVING AND WAITING 
As I approached the classroom a cold breeze floated past me. 
My hands were stiff and numb as I prepared myself mentally 
for the new day. I was waiting. 
I peered through the window at the deserted classroom. The 
art work stood out from the gloomy background. The aban· 
doned desks were like stone statues while the orange-glowing 
heaters hung like gargoyles on the wall above. The darkened 
classroom was waiting. 

Nicholas Cameron-Std 4 

THE TREE 
As tall as a giant was the tree 
With creepy hands reaching out 
Twigs, bare and brittle, were rustling in the wind 
As the wind blew, the branches swayed 
Birds cheeped merrily in the hidden branches 
Repeating the same song over and over 
A song which never seemed to stop 

Analiesa Yorkat-Std 3 
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WINTER 
Uke an icy hand gripping the world with a cast·lron grasp 
which will gradually let go towards Spring. A stern ruler who 
forces us to pile on cardigans and jumpers. A ruler who gets 
stronger, then fortunately weakens. 
A great white blanket of snow that totally covers everything, 
stripping the trees of their leaves, leaving everything bare and 
desolate for the flowers of spring to fill in later. 
It is like death, cold and unforgiving, sweeping the whole land 
by storm. 

Phyffida Crawford-Form I 

THE GOLDFISH 
Fish in the tank shining in the sun 
Scales look as though they are on fire. 
Unle eyes on springs 
And tips of their tails transparent as glass. 
It's dark and murky at the back 01 the tank, 
With weeds like dead trees standing at night 
in the cloud covered moonlight. 

Simon Pallin-Std 4 

SENTRY DUTY 
After school I ran down the drive. Two guards were outside 
Government House, standing like stiff toy soldiers. 
The guards wore green unilorms, greener than grass. Their 
black shiny shoes shone, as If they had been polishing them 
for hours. They looked very smart. 
The two guards then started to march out to the side and 
turned at exactly the same time, as il they were wind up toys. 
They held their guns on their shoulder like a pirate's parrot on 
his master's shoulder. I wonder how they can stand still for so 
long. 

Modestly standing 
On the summit. Two 

Junior Logo-Std 4 

Unknown? No, two known people. A 
New Zealander, Hillary with Sherpa 
Tensing. They climbed to victory on 
Everest. 
Victory no-one had 
Ever achieved belore. 
Right on the top they stand, 
Every minute oxygen is disappearing. 
Slowly, carefully down they climb 
Till they reach the advance camp safely. 

Aimee Froud-Std 2 

THE SLEEPING MONSTER 
My fiery breath melts anything 
My burning saliva causes destruction on the earth 
My tummy is bursting with heat 
Burning saliva spews Irom my huge wide mouth creat
ing 
rivers of molten lava 
I spit red blood a hundred metres high 
which destroys anything In its path 
I am the volcano 
Who spits like a gun, and brings destruction to the land 
I puff smoke through my mouth In great clouds of heat 
I am Sitting still 
Waiting-
Waiting for my turn . 

Callum Strong-Std 4 

I would like to live In a house like the Governor General·s. It 
would have big chandeJidrs, and I would have a Rolls Royce 
to drive around in. There would be big gates with lots of trees. 
I would have a spa pool to relax in and a big shield in the middle 
of my house. Outside my house would be made out 01 brick 
and painted white with a brown roof. A sun room would be near 
a pretty garden and a garage. The flagpole would be on a linle 



room big enough for six people. I would have the flag up every 
day even when it was raining. If only I was the Governor 
General and lived in that house! 

Timothy Boume-Std I 

THE OVEN 
The Mount Victoria Tunnel 
As we walked around the corner, I could smell fumes from the 
cars as they zoomed past. The trucks' engines roared as they 
passed, their loads clattered on their trailers. The brakes 01 a 
car screeched as it came out too last. 
I imagined it as an oven, the road as a baker's shovel, and the 
cars as bread going In and coming out of the oven. 

Simon Bickers-5td 2 

ACCIDENTS IN THE HOME 
Most accidents In the home could be avoided if people would 
listen and obey rules, caring organizations such as Plunket 
and your family doctor put out. Many people with babies who 
can walk or crawl have to be extremely carelul with things like 
kettles of boiling water, cords that can be pulled down, or 
unprotected open fires. Babies who are just starting to learn 
about the dangers that luri< in the home are very vulnerable. 
A person I know has suffered extensive burns up one of his 
arms when he pulled a kettle of boiling water down on himsell 
at a young age and it has left him scarred for life. 
Another common accident In the home is people being elec
trocuted. Heaters in the bathroom, metal knives stuck into 
toasters and the careless handling of electrical appliances with 
wet hands. Good maintenance of electrical appliances can 
help prevent such accidents. Immediate replacement of frayed 
cords is important. 
Many people are careless with garden tools which they leave 
lying around. They obviously don't realise the dangers 01 an 
upturned rake which can knock: somoane unconscious, or 
sharp cutters left lying around lor someone to cut their feet on. 
Another danger point is the pool. It should be lenced right 
around with child proof lenclngs and there should also be a 
lockable gate. Although there are explicit warnings about 
pools and even adverts on television, children still drown in 
unfenced backyard pools quite regularly. Laws have been 
introduced recently which state quite clearly that pool owners 
will be prosecuted if a person drowns due to the lack of safety 
fences. 
In modern homes we like plenty of light so we Install sliding 
glass doors. These must have slight bows to avoid people 
crashing into them. I have had this experience and luckily 
avoided any serious injury. 
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Children often unthinkingly leave toys on stairs and in corri
dors. For example roller skates and skateboards, cause nasty 
falls usually to adults carrying things that block their vision. 
Poisons in the home can be a major cause of illness and death 
in New Zealand. All poisons should be locked up in child-proof 
cupboards. This includes everyday cleaning agents such as 
Janela, window cleaners and detergents. Medicines and pills 
especially need to be locked away because pills often look like 
sweets and attract children of all ages. 
The modern guns that people have In the home for duck 
shooting or general hunting, should be carefully locked away 
unloaded in a gun cabinet because a lot of guns, being made 
of plastic, can easily be mistaken for toys. 
Fatal accidents are on the increase because modern technol
ogy is Inventing things for people who know how to use them. 
Children are too young to realise that they can be potential 
death-traps if they are mis·used. 

THE PLAYGROUND 
People running around 
Laughing, crying and yelling. 
"After him!" 
Yells one. 
"Grab him!" yells another. 
"Race you! 
OVer there and back." 

Jonathan Duffy-F2 

Until . . .... brring! The bell rings. 
Now it's time to go in. 
Down the corridor they sadly walk to class. 

Rececca Hifls-FI 

THE BREEZE 
When we went outside I'elt a calm and swift breeze. My teeth 
chattered and my nose twitched. The branches on the trees 
swished to and fro. II was like a big giant's sigh. My eyes kept 
on blinking In the slight breeze. 

Charlotte Thomason-Srd 2 

A FROSTY MORNING 
The drenched woodchips underneath the bars were coated 
with overnight frost. We breathed out slowly and a swirling mist 
of hot air spiralled out and mixed with the chilly crisp air 01 the 
morning. The puddles in the playground rellected the sky 
making little patches of blue and white on the black, damp 
ground. I could see the rubbish bin smoking qulelly and 
diamonds 01 dew hung lrom the bars. It was a Irosty morning. 

Jason Feng-Std 4 

VISIT TO THE CINEMA 
As I queued up behind thousands of people the honking and 
tooting of car horns endlessly carried on. Everywhere I looked 
lights lIashed and blinded my eyes. People were moaning and 
groaning, all of them anxious toget in. I could hear loud music 
coming from the night clubs on the street. Children who had 
come on their dwn thought they would be smart and sneak in 
at the Iront of the lin&-and succeeded. Lunatics on the road 
zoomed past. Finally I reached the top of the line and bought 
my tickets. 
Eyecatching posters were everywhere. I fished in my pocket 
and found a couple of silver coins. I got to the sweet shop 
amazed to see no one there but my luck ran out as an 
enormous crowd of people came thundering In, pushing and 
shoving like a herd of canle being chased by lions. I went Into 
the theatre where young fool ish teenagers threw popcorn at 
the screen. But the ushers took care of thalli sat down on the 
ragged and ripped seats. The curtain gradually opened 
and ....... . 

Charlotte Griffin-Std 4 



SNORKELLING 
The van pulled up outside our hotel. We got in the van and put 
on our seatbelts. We were the lirst people to be picked up! 
That was a surprise! After picking the 10 other people up we 
came to a snorkelling shop where we bought snorkels, gog
gles and Ilippers. We had 10 try them on to see if they would 
lit otherwise we would have to gel different ones. Afterwards 
we got to see a movie about snorkelling. I found out from the 
movie thallhere was no ozone layer althe beach. After the 
movie we went to the beach. Everybody had to walk down a 
hill to get to the beach_ When we got to the bottom Mum and 
I put on our snorkels and goggles. Then we walked down to 
the sea and put on our flippers. It was hard to walk with flippers 
on because they were bigger than my feet. The water was very 
warm because the sun was out. We were still In shallow water 
when we went underwater. I saw some fish after that. There 
were a lot of fish and they were all different colours. Some of 
them even had stripes and patterns on their bodies. Dad took 
me to the deeper sea. Dad was holding my hand when we got 
there. There were lew fish in that part 01 sea. Every Ume I 
wanted a breath I got water in my snorkel. After that we swam 
back to shore. I looked at my arms and there was something 
wrong. I had sunspots Irom the sun. Snorkelling was fun 
because there were beautiful fish to see. 

Anita Undsay-Std 3 

SCHOOL DAY 
As I crawl down the old creaky stairs 
I think 01 the cold wet bus stop. 
f step on to the frosty lino 
I can almost leel the wind against my lace. 
Slowly I get dressed and step out into the dreaded 
weather. 
Climbing on to the bus, I think of the warm classroom. 
As I step off I am hit again by the Wellington wind. 
I clomp up the linal stretch of the long school drive, 
reach the warm classroom, to stand face to face 
with the dreaded Mr Drew! 

Hayden Bower!;-Form I 

SNOWMAN 
I was a pile of snow. Suddenly kids came out of their houses 
and began to work on me. Firstlhey built my body, then my 
head. It fell strange and queer to be built piece by piece. Then 
they made my eyes OUI of currants. Alii could see were a few 
characters standing around me. A boy added a cam .. : (lose 
and a banana mouth and a little girl put on a hat and scarl and 
three pieces of coal for buttons. I was delighted because f was 
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finally made. There were twelve days in Winter and on Ihe 
lourteenth day there was still some snow on the ground. I was 
still slanding. On the fifteenth day the sun shone and I melted. 
All that remained on the ground was a scalf and a hat. 

Julia BaY(les-Std 1 

RABBITS VISIT OUR CLASSROOM 
The baby rabbits crawling in a cage, twitch their noses about. 
The mother takes up lots 01 room with her stretched out body. 
Sitting on her babies, she watches cautiously. The babies 
move away to nibble at their apple. Their furry skin is so soft. 
They look like balls of fur. Their tiny claws clench on the paper 
as they go to their mother to get warm. Their pricked up ears 
Ilsten to the noises that surround them. They all look around 
with their marbled eyes. The babies are so young that when 
you touch them you can feel their skeleton. 

Rupel Patef-Std 4 

HIGH FLIERS 
The Kiwi Reds sped through the blue sky, 
leaving fluffy white trails in their wake. 
Shaped like arrow heads they twisted and turned, 
Showing us they were pilots through and through. 
The noise they made was hard on the ear, 
But the acrobatics they did could be seen 
far and near. 

Margaret Campbell-Form /I 

THEATRE VISIT 
As the impatient line of rowdy people slowly begin to surge 
forward and the huge double doors swing open, people start 
pushing and shoving to get into the Theatre. The shadows of 
tall buildings fall across the pavement to hide the many parked 
cars in pitch black darkness. 
The ushers tear the tickets as the crowd files into the dark 
theatre. The bright torches flash over the many seats. As the 
crowd settles, the curtain unfolds to reveal the lifeless form of 
the theatre screen. As the vivid picture finally appears on the 
colossal screen, somebody's Jaffas roll and roll and roll and 
roll down the steep stairsl 

Simon Black-Std 4 

"RAINY MORNING~ 
Immense drops were hitting puddles like machine guns. The 
puddles were vibrating. The rain drops formed a circular 
pattern. The low misty and ghoslly clouds blocked off the 
sunshine. Rain drops were falling on the bricks making them 
look shiny and feel sl ithery. Bark and leaves or twigs stuck 
together like pieces of a puzzle. The rain drops were also on 
the bars and as they expanded they dropped off into the wet 
woodchips below. In the air you could see the rain being 
pushed by the wind. When the rain stopped the puddles 
looked like reflections of a mirror. 

Amir Govind-Srd 4 

MISSION MOLECULE 
My spacecraft glides smoothly between spinning molecules of 
water. I am totally in control of my craft as a slight movement 
of my hand guides it out of the way of yet another oncoming 
particle of water. The molecules seem endless as I gradually 
pick up speed In the uneasy silence. 
After being sent on my 'llission two days ago by the scientists, 
Darshna Patel and Reshma Nagar, I felt I had a good chance 
of completing my observations successfully as every detail 
was going as planned. The aim of the expedition was to try 
and find out what really happens inside water. 



Everything Is running smoothly without a hitch. Hang on, the 
molecules are moving faster, now further apart. Wow, we must 
be in a gas state by now! The molecules sped past me as I 
recorded this information on my trusty computer. Wait a min
ute. The molecules are closer together again. I wish the 
scientists would make up their minds. 
Here we go (yet again I might add), we're moving faster, but 
we're being sustained in a liquid stale this time. 
I suppose this means Darshna was right after all. She's won 
the bet I made with her about whether the particle nature of 
matter theory was correct. Oh well, r guess It's only a dollar. 
Engrossed with my financial problems, I didn't see the mole
cule behind me which whizzed past, clipping the side of my 
Cfaft sending it spinning. I hope nothing's damaged. Help, the 
computer's deadl r tumed around In my chair just In time to 
see yet another molecule heading straight towards me. 
SMASH! 

WINTER 
Winter Is dark, dark grey. 
It is itself, the cold winter. 

Phyflida Crawford-Form 1 

Outside in winter, other times the freezer. 
It Is the cold, the rain, the frost, the sleet. 
Winter is a thin white sheet, wrapped around 
his bent body, vainly trying to keep out the cold. 
Winter is a half made chair, broken before it is finished. 
Winter is a T.V. show, IiImed wrong and full 01 
blemishes. 
Winter is a lamb stew, gone cold and covered in con
gealed white lat. 

Helena Fineman-Form f 

MEMORIES 
Anne Holm retired after 35 years as foundation Headmistress 
of St. Mark's and was replaced by her niece, Charlotte Clift, 
who was already teaching there. Charlotte was Headmistress 
from 1953-1967, the second longest serving head of the 
school so far. 
Although retired, and now at the age of 88 years, she still 
reminisces on those -good old days· and looks forward to 
hearing the St. Mark's choir of today who will be soon singing 
for her at Russell Kemp Home where she now resides. 
Her best memories of her time al St. Mark's are thaI all former 
Governor Generals took great interest in the church and 
school. Mr Jamieson, the church and school organist, was 
there for 25 years and was one of Ihe best. 
The old fashioned fairs and the eHorts people put into them is 
something not seen today. School concerts were superb with 
all parents behind them 100%, making mosl of the costumes, 
as no help was received from the Education Department until 
about 1952. The school relied heavily on money raised by 
parents, donations from the parish, and school fees. 
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The old school was previously a private house, a large chUrch 
hall was situated where the church now stands and the old 
church was where the vicarage now is, holding hundreds of 
people. The old church had over 100 Sunday School children 
and the school was built mainly for Its parish children. Catho
lics had schools in almost every suberb to cater for their own 
children, so SI. Mark's decided to do likewise for its own 
Anglicans. 
And so it is with proud fondness that the school remains to 
Charlotte Clift a place of many happy memories. The school 
has never left her, and through her great-great nieces and 
nephews who are current pupils, it lives on. Its Christian 
principles and high educational standards remain intact. 
Sadly, it is my final year at SI. Mark's, and I, too, will look back 
with many fond memories, as does my great-great aunt. 

Marie Johns-Form If 



SPORT 
SWIMMING SPORTS 
On 21 February this year, the SI Marks swImming sports were 
held at Freyberg pool for the morning. Events ran to schedule 
beginning with all the width events and finishing with the length 
events and house relays. 
The staff versus school relay was won by the younger gener
ation even though hijack attempts were made on them by 
bombing the leading swimmers with filled water bottles, how
ever the wet nightshirts the teachers wore proved to be too 
heavy and they were dragged down (or so they say!) 
Overall results were: Julius, 1st; West Watson, 2nd; Owen , 
3rd; Averill, 4th. 
Followi"l the school swimming sports, we sent a 36 strong 
team (0 the Central/Southern zone swimming sports held on 
27 February at Freyberg pool. Mrs Hope organised the team 
making sure the right people were sent forward at the r ight 
time, not an easy task when you can not hear the announcer 
clearly. Anyway, the St Marks team peformed extremely well 
with a successful 28 out of the 36 entrants qualifying for the 
Wellington zones. 
Results of the inter-zones were as follows: Boys 1 :?yrs+ 
relay-2nd; Boys 11 yrs relay-2nd; Girls 12yrs+ 1 lng back
stroke: Nicola Kaiwai- l sl; Girls 12yrs+ l ing freestyle: Nicola 
Kaiwai-1 sl; Girls 12yrs+ 1 Ing freestyle: Nicola Kaiwai-1 sl; 
Girls 10yrs 1 Ing freestyle: Amber Nissen-3rd; Boys 12yrs+ 
1 Ing freestyle: Mathew Drake-2nd, Chris Symington-3rd. 
The above placegetters received certificates for their fine 
achievements. 

THE SCHOOL SWIMMING SPORTS 
I was watching all the races and In one pop of time I heard my 
name on the speaker for the eight year aids' width backstroke. 
I quickly moved on to the seats with my friends lor my race. 
Slowly the next row was moving for their race. That's when I 
got more and more nervous thinking about it. 
Oh no! It's coming to my race or was it my name? Boy, oh boy, 
it was my name. I jumped in the pool, it was cold. 
"Bang" the gun went. I raced and raced, then I fel! something 
hard. I knew I finished. Great, finished at last, but I didn't make 
it. 
I knew that I tried my besl and that's what counts. 

Debbie Wong-5td 3 

Right now I'm ready, but my race isn't . .. . . . Okay, three 
million years later I hear Eight Year Old Backstroke Width, 
then after that a stream 01 names but not mine, more names 
bul still not mine. Finally the voice boomed "Kylie Sutcl iffe,· 
now off I go. My aim is to get firs t but I'm not sure I will. Into 
the pool I go. Cor, what do they put in here, icecubes? 
Ready to go and, wai t for it, bang! Gosh, 011 we go. "You're 
going to win, you're going to win, you're going to win-, I told 
myself. Guess what? I did, I don't know why but r Just about 
burst when Mr Drew handed me that orange rod. I also helped 
West Watson not to come in lasll 

Kylie Sutcliffe-Std 3 

The hand was up. I! was my race. Step up, set, "Bang !~ We 
were 0111 
When I dived in my goggles came off. I had to swim with my 
eyes closed. I stood up and put them on again. Still I carried 
on. 
I'm not sure where I came in but trying is good enough for me. 

Craig Jenkin-Std 3 

"Can the people who are going into the Width Freestyle Nine 
Year Olds please come to the back step near Mr Hunter." 
Suddenly I realised I was in that race! Quickly r raced to the 
back step and sat on it. One by one we started to get closer 
to the fron t step. Finally I got on it. Mr Hunter started calling 
our names so we could get on the pool edge. Mr Kelly said 
"Set . .. . . . go]- Quickly I dived in and swam as hard as I 
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could to the end. Bang! My head crashed on concrete. I came 
third, but just wait till next yearl 

Daniel Green-Srd 3 

SATURDAY MORNING CRICKET 
The 1 989-1 990 season ended on Saturday 31 March with a 
barbecue lunch in the school grounds. 
Once again for four teams: Kiwi 1, 'Leopards'; Kiwi 2, 'Whales'; 
Junior B, 'Wekas'; Junior A, 'Atoms' had a most successful 
series of matches with results: 36 wins, 19 losses, and a bye. 

These pleasing efforts were as much a result of the profes
sional coaching by Mr Chris Fisk, as with the children's enthu
siasm and parent support. Mr Fisk was presented with a 
school tie at a special thank-you ceremony at the end of the 
season. 

SENIOR SCHOOL GOES TO THE BEACH FOR SPORTS 
AFTERNOON 
15 February. 

To make the most of the line February weather, and also as 
an enjoyable start to the 1990 senior sports afternoon, the 
senior staff went with all the form 1 and 2 children on buses 
to Lyall Bay beach for the afternoon. Groups were divided by 
age and sex for the beach races based on activities held at 
lifesaving club carnivals. 

All the children participated in both beach sprints and beach 
flags. The afternoon ended with a stroll along the beach for 
some, social volleyball for others and a paddle to cool 011. 
Some children inevitably got more than 'below the knees' wet 
and had to stand up on the bus on the way home. 
We had no complaints from the City Council about a sandy 
bus and surprisingly, nearly everyone had correct P.E. gear 
the next day. 

I think everyone enjoyed the afternoon and we hope 10 be able 
to do it ag.ain. 

SOCCER VISIT 
On Thursday 7 June, SI. Mark's Church School competed 
against Seatoun in a soccer game. The day was raining but 
we were determined to play in the treacherous weather. The 
field was muddy and very sloshy. Ten minutes into the game 
we scored which we were all delighted about. Shane was the 
one who scored, fortunately nobody had tackled him and he 
got it in right in the middle of the goals. Five minutes later we 
were called in because of the weather ar.d the referee said 
half-time. After we were all warmed up we went back on to the 
field to extend our lead. We didn't succeed In dOing so but they 
had revenge and tied with us 1-1 . No further goals were scored 
in the game. We then proceeded to their hall where we had 
afternoon tea. We all enjoyed our day at Seatoun School and 
hope to make another visit in better weather. 

Clayton Burns-Form I 

PARLIAMENT RUN 
On Monday 9 July, a run took place from Parliament Buildings 
to Government House to commemorate Parliament Week. SI. 
Mark's took part in this by sending ten fit Form II boys and 9irls 
along. The run was completed successfully after being started 
by Mr Speaker, who fired the gun . Many people stopped to 
stare and the SI. Mark's participants stood out well in their P.E. 
uniforms. Everyone received a certificate at Government 
House as well as refreshments. 

CENTRAL ZONE SPORTS AFTERNOON 
On Wednesday 11 July, a sports afternoon was held at 
Hataitai Park for School .. in the Central Zone. We entered into 
the new image ru9by, soccer and netball. It was a busy 
afternoon with each team playing 2-3 games, with some good 
results. Everyone had an energetic and enjoyable time-a 
successful afternoon's activity. 
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NETBALL REPORT 
This season at SI. Mark's, we entered three teams Into the 
competition at Raroa Intermediate and Onslow College. This 
change was preferred over last year's venue at Wellington 
East courts, as the girls were able to play against girls their 
own age. 
The competition ran over the whole of the second term and 
out 01 13 games scheduled, only two were cancelled because 
of bad weather. The Form 2 team accommodated nearly all 
those girls who were keen to play so that everyone had a 
chance to gain experience over the first half 01 the term, then 
for the latter half, one team was selected to play full·time with 
a good squad 01 reserves to back up and this was frequent 
with the bad weatherflus this year. The team did very well with 
some good challenges against the top teams. 

The Form 1 team daveloped themselves in aU positions, 
pertorming well in all their games, winning a few games, but 
always giving of their best in some very tough games. We look 
forward to a polished senior team coming through next sea
son. Mrs Lang coached the Std.4 team and it was a thrill to 
see the vast improvement she made with this team over the 
season. 

It was always good to watch the games alongside parents and 
I would like to thank them lor their help and positive support 
over the season. 

I was proud of the girls who were well groomed in their smart 
uniforms and played with real determination and displayed 
positive attitudes in all areas. 

Josie Hunter-Phys. Educ Specialist. 

On Tuesday 24 Jury an Independent Schools' Netball Tourna
ment was held at Hatailai Park. The teams involved were: SI. 
Mark's, Chilton SI. James, SI. Oran's and Queen Margaret's 
Colleges. 

We sent five teams to the tournament, the three school teams 
from Form 2, Form 1 and Standard 4 as well as an extra team 
from Form 1 and 2. 
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It was a fine, calm winter's afternoon, so the games were 
played under pleasant conditions. Our established teams 
displayed evidence of their Improved skills gained throughout 
this season and our extra teams enjoyed the experience as 
well as showing some untapped potential amongst the ranks. 
Everyone enjoyed the afternoon and we hope it will become 
a tradition in the future. 

Josie Hunter 

GYMNASTIC REPORT 
Hopeful gymnasts were called together again early in Term II 
to commence our annual preparation for participation in the 
Wellington Primary Schools Gymnastic Festival. 

A more mixed.ability group than usual presented themselves 
for selection but 5 squads were eventually grouped into their 
respective age categories. 

Unfortunately we did not pursue our usual routine of rolling 
and tumbling with the zeal of past years. A tardiness In practice 
attendance and enthusiasm soon whittled our 5 squads down 
to the 3 teams who would eventually fronl up at the festival 
venue. 

Nevertheless the results were not too disappointing. Our 
senior boys were placed second in their grade, and the senior 
girls, competing against a larger number of teams, acquitted 
themselves creditably. 
The Senior Boys wlll be with us again next year, as will the 
girls. Both must now use their experience of competition to full 
advantage. 
Growth in this sport (and in others) must begin further down 
the school, and decisions wlll determine the possibility of 
Incorporating our younger students into the full range of sports 
offered at St Marks. We must ensure conlident participation in 
competitive activities outside our environs. 

James M. Hunter--Coach 



BUSINESS HOUSE RELAY 
Sunday 23 September 
This year 51. Mark's entered 3 teams into the race--a Form II 
boys' team and a Form I boys' team as well as a form I girls' 
team. 
The teams were made up of 5 runners and they all had to run 
approximately Skm. This is a long distance to run for this age 
group and with short notice of the event, there was not much 
time to do training so it presented quite a challenge. 
Everyone who took part completed their leg of the race which 
was very impressive. A good team spirit prevailed and the 
runners felt a great sense of achievement with their line efforts. 
SI. Mark's was recognised at the prizegiving lor giving long 
service support 10 the evenl and all the teams received certif
Icates. 

REPORT ON CROSS-COUNTRY 
Thursday 20 September 
This year Ihe school cross country was held at SI. Mark's. A 
course was designed usIng the area around the school and 
parts 01 Wel1ington-College and Wellington East grounds. Both 
Middle School and Senior School ran the cross·country on the 
same afternoon. There were two courses as usual, the A 
course was lor those who would compete for the Cup and 
possibly go on to inter-school cross-country events and the B 
course which was the non·championshlp. 

The resu lts were as fo llows: 
Senior A Boys: 1stJulian Virtue; 2ndMIchaei Ashcroft; 3rd 

Mathew Drake 
Senior A Girls: 1 stNicola Kaiwai; 2nd Maryanne Miller; 

3rdVanessa Huppert 
Senior B Boys: 1 stTony Harvie; 2nd David Fellows; 

3rdMatthew Oppenheim 
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Senior B Glrls:1 stKelly Dodds; 2nd Katie Roche; 3rd Kalhryn
Jane Haywood 

Middle School A Boys: 1 stSimon Gilmour; 2ndNicholas Johns; 
3rdSteven Haturini 

Middle School A Giris:lstSarah Colman; 2nd Eileen Weinert; 
3rdStephanie Thompson 

Middle School B Boys: 1 stRichard Upton; 2ndBiren Patel; 
3rdRIon Hogan 

Middle School B Girls: 1 sl Nicola Kirk-Burnnand; 2nd Vanessa 
1I0tt; 3rdHelen Baynes. 

Overall House Points were as follows: 1 sUulius; 2nd West 
Watson; 3rdOwen; 4thAverill 

Aching heavy legs 
Puffed out. Determined to win. 
Crisp sun, sweaty face. 

Calm, clear, crisp, sunny 
Hoping that I don't come last 
Whistle blowing. START. 

Rrana Davls- Std 4 

Klrsty Weyde-Std 4 

CENTRAL ZONE CROSS-COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 
This year Ihe Central Zone Cross·Country Championships 
were hosted by Roseneath School at Owhlro Bay School. 51. 
Mark's took a team of 50 children from Standard 2 up to Form 
II. 
It was a very windy location on the day which made it more 
difficult lor the runners. The course was graded for the different 
levels and lor most of the children, It involved a very steep 
climb. This proved quite taxing lor everyone but S1. Mark's 
came through with lIying colours, distinctive In their uniform. 
The first 1 0 were given place cards, but only the lirst three had 
their names recorded. 



Our results were as follows: 
Standard 1 & 2 
Girls: 1st Lynette Turuwhenua; 2nd Charlotte Thomason; 5th 

Kirsten Johns; 6th Danielle Gilmour. 
Standard 3 & 4 
Girls: 2nd Sarah Colman; 3rd Eileen Weinert. 
Forms I & /I 
Girls: 1 sl Nicola Kaiwal; 7th Maryanne Mi11er; 10th Marie 

Johns. 
Boys: 1st Joe Sheppard; 2nd Jack Sheppard; 3rd James 

Webb; 5th Rian Holmwood; 8th Lawrence Toime; 9th Ben 
Kelly. 

Boys: 2nd Simon Gilmour; 6th Nicholas Johns; 9th Robert 
Aldridge; 10th Paul Freeman. 

Boys: 1 st Julian Virtue; 2nd Mathew Drake; 4th Clayton Burns; 
7th Reece Tattersall; 8th Michael Ashcroft; 10th Clifford 
Deighton. 

WELLESLEY VISITS 
This year we had two sporting days with Wellesley College. 
The first occasion was at the end of Term II. We took a Form 
I and a Form II soccer team and a mixed Form I and II rugby 
team and a mixed Standard 3 & 4 rugby team . We arrived by 
bus at 11.15a.m. and games started about 11.30a.m. Our 
Form I soccer team played Wellesley's seoond XI and won 
2-0. Unfortunately, our Form II team which played Wellesley's 
proficient first XI were soundly beaten. Our junior rugby team 
played touch rugby and beat Wellesley wi th a good soore, 
while the senior team showed they had some work to do when 
up against Wellesley's first XV. 
It was a oold dampish day and everyone was pleased to get 
changed and back on the bus which arrived back at school at 
the end of the day. We were fairly happy with the results-a 
balance of wins and losses and with a term 10 do some more 
training. things looked good for the seoond meet. 
The second occasion at the end of Term 11 was much better 
weather-wise, the sun shone right until the end. 
A few changes were made for these games. Our senior rugby 
team played Wellesley's 2nd XV and this provided a far more 
even game with both sides scoring the edge in the long run. 
The junior rugby team played tackle rugby which proved to be 
more to our liking as the game ended with a grand win of 38-4. 
With the soccer teams, we rearranged our previous Form I and 
II teams to forward a first XI and a second XI. This arrangement 
proved to be far more successful than on the last occasion. 
Our seoond XI played first and put up a very fine effort winning 
2·1, and our first XI also played very well, providing Wellesley's 
team with a very challenging game. Wellesley won by 3·1 in 
the last quarter. 
Both schools enjoyed having this liaison and we hope that it 
will continue. 

RUGBY: ST MARK'S V WELLESLEY 
REPORT: 2nd XV. 2nd August 1990 
It was the day of our big game against the Wellesley colts 
team. When I arrived at school I felt nervous but excited. 
The bus trip to Days Bay seemed to take forever but at last we 
arrived at Wellesley College and the game got underway. We 
lost the toss but they decided to kick to us anyway which was 
a big mistake on their part. We soored in the very first minutes 
of the game with an excellent run-a-way try by Steven Haturini. 
We were all pleased with Steven's try and began to feel we 
could not lose. But Wellesley had plenty of light left yet. 
Now it was my turn. Out came the ball from the serum to 
Richard Upton who passed it to me and I began to run. I fended 
off three of their players and outran the rest scoring in the 
comer. I was really happy now and the team's congratulations 
made me leel even betler. 
We would score 6 more times before the end of the game and 
although it appeared at times that Wellesley could do nothing 
to stop us, they would score as well. The final score was 38-4. 
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The team was really proud of themselves although we had 
beaten them earl ier in the season playing New Image. We 
prefer tackle rugby. And although I got into trouble the next 
day lor not making sure I h'.d my homework Ileit a little better 
when Mr. Hunter made me man-of-the malch. 

Callum Strong-Std IV 

MINIBALL 
This year SI. Mark's entered both Wellington Basketball As
sociation Miniball competitions. 
Four teams entered the seoond term competitioll-two Senior 
teams and two Junior teams. In the third term we had five 
teams--one Form I & II, two Standard 3 & 4, and with a new 
Standard 2 Grade, two Standard 2 teams. 
The Form I and II team proved itself one of the top teams in 
Wellington, especially in the third term when their games 
became full court. Although the Standard 3 & 4 learns con
tained many new players they quickly improved to become 
very competitive in all aspects 01 play. The Standard 2 teams 
showed real talent. They oontained enthusiastic, keen play
ers. They beat all comers and it was just a shame that one of 
the teams had to lose. when they played against one another. 
It was good to see the number of girls in this grade. 
I! has been particularly pleasing to follow the improvement 
shown by the individual players, but more importantly their 
progress in teamwork and play. 

Marie Ward-Coach 

WATER POLO REPORT 
The sport of Water Polo continues to fare well at St Mark's with 
a dedicated squad of 20 regular players and a large following 
among parents, teachers and players' friends. 
Efforts were made at the beginning of the year, and again at 
the commencement of Term III, to recruit more participants. 
While interest appeared high at first, perhaps because of the 
inconvenience 01 practice and playing times, quite a number 
of potential swimmers were unable to make the final oommitl
men!. Never-the-Iess we were still able to enter 3 teams in the 
Primary School competition. 
With 3 games yet to play before the end 01 the current season, 
our A team is highly placed to perhaps take out the cup in their 
grade. Our B team is also performing extremely well and may 
have similar success. 
But the greatest delight has come Irom the Improvement In 
performance of ourC team playing in the D grade. This bunch 
of 'Water Babies' from S2 and S3; barely able to keep afloat 
in the diving well at the Aquatic Centre, have turned defeat 
into victory with new skills, growing confidence and Incredible 
team spirit. Parental anxiety has faded and the future of Water 
Polo at SI Mark's is secure in their hands. 
This report would not be complete w ithout the expression of 
our sincerest gratitude to our parent/coach Mr. Fred Roberts. 
Mr. Roberts became the coach of our A and B teams in Term 
III 1989. He took over a group of 'swimmers' who oould tread 
water well enough but had little idea of even the basic skills of 
the game. Now their positional play, co-operation and deter
minallon is sheer poetry In motion. Esther Williams herself 
would be proud of such a squad. 
While t 990 may well turn out to be an exceptional year in the 
annals of St Mark's Water Polo, the talent remains in the B 
and C teams for continued success in the years ahead. 

James M. Hunter 

ATHLETIC SPORTS 
S!. Mark's held their athletic sports on 2 November this year 
at Newtown Park. The w eather stayed fine after torrential rain 
two days earlier forced a postponement. Children from Stan
dard to Form II participAted in both track and field events. A 
changing scoreboard flashed points for each house as the 
onlookers from the stand cheered and chanted. 
After lunch , everybody watched all the track finals and then 
the house relays began. The teachers then had to demonstr-
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ate their skills by competing in a relay against the house 
captains. The staff did themselves proud with a little help from 
Miss Thompson's secret weapon. (This was allowed due to 
the fact it was her birthdayl) 

Novelty events followed before boarding the buses back to 
school after an energetic and enjoyable day. 
Overall age group champions were as follows:-
8 years Boys: 1 st equal--Joe Sheppard, James Webb, Ben 

Kelly 

{ 
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8 years Girls: Frith Kirby 
9 years Boys: TIjana Cvetkovic 
10 years Boys: David Roche 
10 years Girls: Eileen WeInert 
11 years Boys: Michael Ashcroft 
11 years Girls: Amanda Mo(esl 
12 years Boys: Chris Symington 
12 years Girls: Nicola kaiwal 
The winning house was Julius, followed closely by Averill. 



ACADEMIC AWARDS 

STANDARD II HELLBERG 
Most Improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

STANDARD II DUFFY 
Most improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

PRIZEGIVING 1990 

FORM II LONG SERVICE AWARDS 
Nicola Jenkin Stephen Upton 
Marie Johns Julian Virtue 
Voula Kaldelis 
Maryanne Miller 
Katie Roche 
Mark Ahkit 
David Colman 
Peter Giovanidls 
Nicholas Green 
Pericles Korianidis 
Raaz Panchal 
Umish Patel 
Neil Stunle 
Nalna Manga 

Amanda Moresl 
Saira Dayal 
Nadine Johns 
Rona Gregson 
Marie Chan 
Paresh Lallu 
Kevin Wong 
MatthewCho 
Darryl Wolff 
Pritesh Rama 
Duncan Mcintyre 

For consistent endeavour Amber Nissen 

BEST OVERALL STUDENTS IN FORM I 

James Keenan 
AImee Froud 

Benjamin Kelly 
Jonathan Sum 

Third 
Second 
First 

FORM II HUNTER 
Most Improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

Philip Cameron-Jones 
Emma Sutcliffe 
Phyllida Crawford 

Marie Chan 
Brett Quarterman 

BEST OVERALL STUDENTS IN STANDARD II 
Third 
Second 
First 

STANDARD III MEREDITH 
Most improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

STANDARD III THOMPSON 
Most improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

William Connor 
Joe Sheppard 
Jack Sheppard 

Roy Chow 
Sarah Colman 

Brandon Chu 
Agnes Hon 

BEST OVERALL STUDENTS IN STANDARD III 
Third 
Second 
First 

STANDARD IV PRENTICE 
Most Improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

STANDARD IV TURNER 
Most Improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

Kylie Sutcliffe 
Lindsay Paling 
Cameron Shea 

Sushll Patel 
Christopher Bourne 

Rahul Govindan 
Jason Feng 

BEST OVERALL STUDENTS IN STANDARD IV 
Third 
Second 
First 

FORM I DREW 
Most improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

FORM I HUGGINS 
Most improved student 

Nicholas Virtue 
Callum Strong 
Nicholas Cameron 

Matthew Oppenheim 
Peter Durham 

Sarah Lange 
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FORM II PENNY 
Most improved student 
For consistent endeavour 

DIVINITY 

Standard tl Duffy 
Standard II Hellberg 
Standard III Meredith 
Standard III Thompson 
Standard IV Prentice 
Standard IV Turner 

Margaret Campbell 
Warwick Kelly 

Kirsten Johns 
Charles Jackson 
Kylle Sutcliffe 
Art! Badiani 
Junior Logo 
Stephanie Thompson 

MAUDLEY MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR DIViNITY IN MIDDLE 
SCHOOL: Junior Logo 

Form I Huggins 
Form I Drew 
Form II Hunter 
Form II Penny 

David Paling 
Sarah Jane Harvey 
Fiona Gregson 
Kathryn Jane Haywood 

BISHOP'S PRIZE FOR DIVINITY IN SENIOR SCHOOL: 
Fiona Gregson 

SILVER LION FOR SERVICE TO ST MARK'S CHURCH AND 
SCHOOL: Matthew Oppenheim 

CLAIRE EGARR CUP FOR SERVICE TO ST MARK'S 
FAMILY: Marie Johns 

THE ANNIE HOLM MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR THE HEAD 
PREFECT: Katie Roche 

SPORT 

A J GREY CUP FOR EXCELLENCE IN SPORT (FI·FII): 
Boy-Christopher Symington; Girl-Nicola Kalwai 



UPTON CRICKET TROPHY: Daniel Wong 

FRIENDS TROPHY FOR SPORT IN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
FOR GIRLS: Rlana DavIs. 

JUDITH BYDDER CUP FOR SPORT IN MIDDLE SCHOOL 
FOR BOYS: David Roche 

SOCCER TROPHY FOR EXAMPLE AND ABILITY: Ma·thew 
Drake 

MICHAEL SORENSON CUP (SWIMMING): Nicola KalwaL 

STEPHANIE WILSON CUP (CROSS COUNTRy): Julian 
Virtue 

WELLINGTON HARRIERS CLUB FOR ST MARK'S GIRLS 
CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPION: 
Nicola Kalwal 

THE ST MARK'S TROPHIES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL 
CROSS COUNTRY: 8oys-Simon Gilmour; Girls-Sarah 
Colman 

THE GLEN MOYLE TROPHY AGAIN AWARDED FOR 
WATER POLO 

The winner Is: Jonathan Bennett 

GUPPY CUP FOR WINNER OF THE WELLINGTON B 
GRADE WATER POLO COMPETITION: SI. Marks B 
team. 

ST MARK'S SPORTS SHIELD FOR HIGHEST AGGREGATE 
CROSS COUNTRY, ATHLETICS AND SWIMMING: Julius 
House. 

SCHOOL SUPPLIES CUP FOR HOUSE POINTS: Julius 
Houss. 

SPECIAL AWARDS AND CUPS 
KIRBY MEMORIAL CUP (FII) lor the pupil who has spent all 
of hisfher education at St Mark's and gained the most from it. 
It is In memory of a former long serving Headmaster, Mr 
Ronald Kirby. 
The winner is: Matthew Cho. 

THE LANG CUP FOR MATHEMATICS: David Colman 

FULTON LIBERAL ARTS (FI.FII) reflects an overall ability in 
speech, language, drama and music: 
Lena Balakrishnan 

THE FRENCH CUP presented by the French Ambassador: 
Katie Roche .. 
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BUCKTHOUGHT CUP FOR ART (FII): 
Matthew Watson 

CLARKSON MUSIC CUP (Middle/Senior): 
Phyllida Crawford 

JAIMON CUP FOR EXCELLENCE IN MUSICAL 
PERFORMANCE: Jeremy Fyson 

OLD PUPILS ROSE BOWL FOR LANGUAGE ARTS: 
Jonathan Duffy 

CHAPMAN CUP FOR PUBLIC SPEAKING (Middle School): 
Matthew Prentice 

JANSON CUP FOR PUBLIC SPEAKING (Senior School): 
Emma Sutcliffe 

STRINGER CUP FOR SCIENCE (FII): 
Kathryn Jane Haywood 

PARTRIDGE CUP FOR GIRLS HELPFULNESS (FI·II): Voula 
Kaldelis 

CLIVE GABY IBBOTSON CUP FOR BOYS HELPFULNESS 
(FI·II): Pritish Rama 

LADIES AUXILIARY PRIZE FOR DILIGENCE IN THE 
MIDDLE SCHOOl: Michael Fletcher 

PARENTS' ASSOCIATION CU P FOR ALL ROUND 
CONSISTENT ENDEAVOUR IN MIDDLE SCHOOL: 
Matthew Prentice 

HUFFAM CUP BEST ALL ROUND STUDENT IN FORM 
ONE: Vanessa Huppert 

JONATHAN SOULIS MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR CONSISTENT 
ENDEAVOUR IN SENIOR SCHOOL: Michael Beckett 

MADDELEY MEMORIAL PRIZE-Third overall In FII: 
Stephen Upton 

JANE GI LLIES MEMORIAL PRIZE FOR PROXIME 
ACCESSIT: Katie Roche 

THE DUX OF ST MARK'S CHURCH SCHOOL FOR 1990: 
Saira Dayal. 

COONEY SCHOLARSHIP 
Mr Joe Cooney, Managing Director of Cooney & Associates 
presented an inscribed silver tray, and a cheque to Salra 
Dayal, winner of the Cooney & Associates Award. 



PRINCIPAL'S REPORT 1990 

Ms Taumaunu, Mrs Young and Members of the School Board, 
Miss Clift, Mr Cooney, Ladies and Gentlemen, pupils of St. 
Mark's, It is my pleasure to present the 73rd Annual Report of 
the school. 
I, too, extend a warm welcome to our special guesl, 
Waimarama Taumaunu, whose sporting prowess, and cap
taincy of the N.Z. Netball Team have given the sporting public 
such enjoyment and pride In its achievements. I also extend 
a special welcome to Miss Charlone Clift, Headmistress of SI. 
Mark's Irom 1953 to 1967, who has made a special effort to 
attend this fUnction. Of all those present this evening, you, 
Miss Clift, will understand most of all how I am feeling on this, 
my last school occasion. 

Education is the most Important and valuable tool, that we, as 
parents. can give our children. It Is crucial that we select the 
school which will provide the very best preparation for adult 
life. A school which will teach the Important skills, develop 
positive work attitudes, and promote the values of good citi
zenship. As a result of the considerable restructuring In edu
cational policy, and more recently the election of a new 
government, which could foreshadow further changes, par
ents are understandably confused and apprehensive. How will 
the outcomes affect the;r children? 

We in the Independent School System are under continuing 
scrutiny at this time. Each school must be clear in its goals and 
continuously devise more effective ways of Implementing 
them. The type of school envisaged by the founders of SI. 
Mark's is as relevant today, as it was 73 years ago. We have 
certainly widened our curriculum, expanded learning opportu
nities and updated the plant, but the school today still remains 
true to Its founding principles, and its strength is derived from 
them. At times in the school's history It has been challenged 
and tested, none more so than in 1985, but I believe it stands 
stronger today because of its testing. In a Christian environ
ment we strive for excellence in every field, and give recogni. 
tion to all pupils who try to Improve their performance. Our 
school philosophy does not embrace mediocrity. This evening 
we honour pupils who have achieved excellence in many 
fields-particularly in the academic, cultural, and sporting 
areas, but we also applaud the pupils who have tried hard to 
lift themselves, by consistently giving of their best. As educa
tors and as parents we can ask no more. 

With a change in administration, schools enter a new stage of 
their development. St. Mark's is now poised to move forward 
with confidence Into the 1990s, and I wish my sucx:essor, Mr 
James McDonald, every sucx:ess, as he guides the school 
through its next period of growth. 

SOME HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR SCHOOL YEAR 
This year New Zealand celebrated 150 years of nationhood 
and many of our school programmes centred around this 
theme. Our particular focus was ~N.Z.-One Country, Many 
Cultures·. During Term I we set aside a week, to learn more 
about the ethnic groups which have always been a special 
feature of our school. Parents and children explained and 
demonstrated aspects of their cultural heritage, and a highly 
educational and entertaining week concluded when the chil· 
dren, representing the thirty six countries of origin in the 
school, paraded in national dress. The cultural diversity of St. 
Mark's teaches children to communicate and relate across a 
wider spectrum, and develop tolerance and respect for other 
points of view. Multiculturalism has always been one of the 
school's major strengths, and I hope that it will long continue 
to be so. 
During the year Divinity programmes too have rellected our 
central theme. Father Ray has accompanied classes on visits 
to the Islamic Centre, the Jewish Synagogue, and the Greek 
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Orthodox Church. Three Buddhist monks visited the school to 
describe their way of tife, and Father Ambrose from the 
Russian Orthodox community, joined us for Chapel Services, 
to speak about his religious and pastoral life. All experiences 
widened knowledge, and Increased understanding of the dif
ferent religious cultures within our community. 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
The school has continued to identify with the needs of the 
community, and during the year we note:· 

• The Prefects' Easter Raffle which eamed $250 for the 
Island Bay Home of Compassion. 

• A donation of $560 to Telethon which resulted from a 
Middle School Lunchathon. 

• The organisation of an ongoing collection of aluminium 
cans to support the Teenage Cancer Appeal. 

• The presentation of $150 to the S.P.C.A. raised by the 
culinary efforts of Standard IV. 

• The Annual l enten Appeal for Overseas Missions 
which produced a record amount of $1100. 

Music has always played an important role in our community 
activities, and this year it has flourished under the Directorship 
of Mr Cowan, ably assisted by Mrs Strode-Penny. Two hun
dred choir children sang at the Peter Button Ufeflight Trust 
Concert in April, our choirs entertained commuters at the 
Railway Station and collected $460 for the Romanian 
Orphans' Appeal, and more recently, children In the choir and 
orchestra presented a programme to Miss Clift and other 
residents of the Russell Kemp Home. During the annual week 
of prayer for World Peace, twelve S1. Mark's choristers Joined 
children from the Jewish and Islamic faiths, to sing at a public 
ceremony in the Michael Fowler Centre. 

The highlight of our Choir's activities this year, however, 
occurred during the Royal Visit in February. With pupils from 
two other schools, a choir group was invited to sing at the 
Foundation Stone Ceremony for the new Mary Potter Hospice. 
When Her Majesty chatted to our pupils afterwards, one pupil 
commented that It was the most exciting day of her life! A 
delightful spin off Irom the Royal Visit was a lively concert by 
the N.Z. Army Band in the grounds of the school. They not 
only entertained the children, but after introducing their musi
cal instruments, Invited the chi ldren to experiment with them. 
As a consequence, a great musical party was enjoyed by all. 
As parents are well aware, living next to Government House 
certainly involves parking problems. but to produce occasions 
such as this, our proximity becomes a definite advantage. 

Our major musical undertaking this year was our production 
-Rats· in the second term, which involved 150 children. Two 
performances were presented to appreciative audiences and 
we hope that this will be the forerunner of other sucx:essful 
musicals. Occasions such as this enable our pupils to gain in 
confidence, as tAey develop their musical and dramatic skills. 
Once again we were Indebted to our neighbours at Wellington 
College who freely offered facilities. 

A thorough grounding in the core subjects continues to be a 
major school objective. This year many of our senior pupils 
again scored well above average results In the Secondary 
Schools' entry tests. Two o f our Form II pupils won scholar
Ships for college education, and other pupils were acx:epted 
for enrolment into Australian and English Public Schools, after 
ach~eving good standards in their preliminary examinations. 
Sucx:ess was achieved in the Wellington Regional Science 
Fair, and in a first venture into the Wellington Mathswell 
Competition, our team scored creditable results. Two senior 
pupils recently attended a writers/illustrators workshop, and 
language work has been accepted by the School Journal for 
publication. 



Class visits are planned to provide hands on understanding of 
our curriculum studies. As part of a geological study, senior 
students travelled to the Wairarapa to observe the well known 
Pinnacle formations, and follow-up studies proved the value 
of this field trip. More junior students disturbed the even tenor 
of the seashore community, but significantly improved their 
knowledge of marine life. Walking the Plimmer Trail and 
identifying points of Interest from the taped commentary, sup· 
plied by the National Museum, gave students a greater under· 
standing 01 their city's history, and scientific enquiry was 
stimulated when senior students visited the Science and Tech
nology Roadshow at Wellington East Girls' College. Visitors 
to the school not already mentioned have Included Firemen, 
Traffic Officers, Ambulance Drivers, Mime Artists and theatre 
groups. 
Visits and visitors alike have stimulated an enthusiasm for 
learning, and added variety and interest to our programmes. 

SPORT 
Our Physical Education and Sports Programme aims not only 
to make our students fit and healthy but to awaken and foster 
a lifelong participation In both Individual and team sports. 
This year our pupils have competed against other schools in 
Netball, Rugby and Soccer. Five cricket teams continue to 
improve their skills in Saturday club games, and in Mlniball, 
we confidently entered teams in both Wellington Basketball 
Association Competitions. Encouraging results were reo 
corded, particularly with our Form I and II team. Outstanding 
sporting success has been achieved this year in Water Polo. 
The enthusiasm and determination of the players has been 
reflected in weekly results. The winning of the Wellington B 
Grade Competition, a first for SI. Mark's, set the seal on a great 
season and the oommitment of our younger players augurs 
well for the future. Our swimmers and runners have oompeted 
in the Interschool Zone Competitions and three teams of 
gymnasts held their own in the August competitions. Over the 
last few years our sporting programme has been expanded, 
but this could not have occurred without the ongoing oommit
ment 01 school staff and parents, who motivate, ooach, support 
and transport the players to the various venues. Although our 
grounds are limited, our Sports Programme equals and in
deed, in some cases, surpasses that of other schools more 
generously endowed. 
Outdoor Education continues to be part of our school cu rricu
lum. Learning programmes have centred on outdoor pursuits 
as our Standard III pupils increased their knowledge of the 
New Zealand habitat, faced the challenges of overnight camp
ing and honed the skills required 10 enjoy their environment 
with safety and oonfidence. AI our Senior Camp at Akatarawa 
last week, similar but more challenging activities were under
taken. The camp week proved to be an enjoyable experience 
for the pupils if tinged, I suspect with a certain amount of 
exhaustion lor the accompanying adults. 

STAFF 
At the end of last year Mr Mike Emmins resigned as Head of 
Senior School, to take up a teaching position in Hawkes Bay. 
As parents will acknowledge, Mr Emmins made a tremendous 
contribution to St. Mark's following his appointment in 1983. 
His administration skills and teaching ability were oombined 
with a total oommitment to SI. Mark's. With unflagging energy 
he sought ways of promoting the school and some of his 
initiatives have become part of the school's traditions. During 
the critical days of January 1985, I will personally always 
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remember with gratitude the long hours he willingly worked 
with me and with Mrs Yvonne Grove, to restore stability to the 
school. 
During the current year we have weloomed Mrs Carolyn 
Anderson, our School Secretary, Mrs Janet Voss, Classroom 
Assistant, and, to the teaching staff, Mrs Rona Huggins. The 
smooth organisation of our Physical Education and Sports 
Programme has resulted from the appointment of Mrs Josie 
Hunter, our Physical Education Specialist. We have also 
regretfully larewelled Mrs Marian Stuck and Miss Jenny Can
dish who have moved 10 Hamilton and Wanganui respectively. 
It was with much regret that I received the reSignation of Mr 
Michael Kelly who has been my Deputy since 1986. Mr Kelly's 
Job Is not an easy one, yet he brought to it efficiency and good 
humour. His attention to detail and willing response to any 
request was appreCiated by colleagues and parents alike. 
Much personal time was expended, to ensure that mainte
nance problems were swiftly addressed, and the school day 
operated smoothly. I thank him lor his support, and his hard 
work during the last five years, and extend warmest wishes for 
future success and happiness. 
In my final report I wish to pay a special tribute to my staN, 
some of whom have worked alongside me for several years. 
At recant farewell fUnctions, generous mention has been 
made of the accomp1ishments during my Principals hip. With 
lew excepllons they oould not have been achieved without the 
loyalty, support and oommitment of my staff team, and I extend 
to them my gratitude for all the extra effort which they have 
expended for SI. Mark's, and for me, over the last six years. 
1990 has been another positive year for the school. As r retire 
from the Principalship, I would like to express my appreciation 
to all members of the 1985-1990 School Boards for their 
support, understanding, and practical help extended during 
my term of office. Throughout this period under three different 
Chairmen, Mr Lovelock, Mt Spencer and Mrs Young, respon
sible decisions have been taken to further the best interests 
of the school at the time. I acknowledge the unflagging efforts 
of the School Support Groups, the Parents' Association, the 
Ladies' Auxiliary, and the Friends' Association, who not only 
fundraise for additional facilities but also organise or assist 
with school resources and activities. I have personally enjoyed 
working with all members of these groups during the last six 
years and thank them for their Involvement. The work of these 
groups has added a richness and fellowship to school life. 
I leave a school which is in good heart, which has weathered 
a few storms, but oome through them all I believe, with 
increased strength. I would hope that if Miss Annie Holm, its 
first Principal, were presenllonlght, she would be well pleased 
with her school. Her fledgling of 1917 with 37 pupils has now 
sturdy wings and body, and is soaring purposefully upwards, 
sure in direction, and strong in spirit. 
On behalf of the 1990 leavers, I would like to express our hope 
for the school, which is embodied in the words of our school 
prayer: 

"May it stand always for al/ that Is true, noble and of 
good report. Grant that we and others may so gain from 
its life that many may bless thee for the day when it 
was founded, and that its work may be extended and 
continued for the generations yet to come .• 

E.D. Leicester 

12 December 1990 



PARENTS' ASSOCIATION REPORT 

The A.G.M. 01 the Parents' Association was held at SI Marks' 
Hall on the 6th March 1990. The meeting was very well 
attended and many interesting aspects of the school were 
discussed. 
The following parents were elected: 
President:Ray Hope 
Vice Pr9sident: Aicnard Butcher 
Treasurer:John Roche 
Secretary:Mlchele Roche 
Parents' Representative to the Board of Govemors: 
Sue Sutditfe 
Committee: David Sheppard 

John Morris 
Jim Stephens 
Maggie Cooper 
Colin Johns 
Murray Ross 
Fred Roberts 
Athena Bland 
Johnathon Crawford 
Jackie Redman 

There were no changes or resignations during the year. 
We have successfully worked our way through the year's 
activities: 
School Picnic 
Hot Cross Buns 
Tea, Coffee, biscuits provided for Parent{Teacher interview 
night 
Supper provided and served for Form 1 and 2 Socials 
Raffle 
Sausage Sizzle 
Christmas Party for Junior and Pre-School-Food and Enter
tainment 
Mathsathon 
Form 2 Disco-Supper and Entertainment 
Our largest project was providing the "Log Cabin" and the 
Adventure Playground for the Pre School. Thesse commodi
ties were expensive and will last many years, giving hours of 
confidence building and entertainment to our Pre-schoolers. 
Their appeal is shown on their faces as they use the facilities. 
We also provided: 
Prizes for the School's end of year Prizegiving 
Science resources for the school 
Musical Instruments for the Junior School 
Music Stands for the Orchestra 
Relationships between the School Board, Ladies Auxiliary, the 
School and staff members has been excellent. 
On the down side we have to adjust to the Impending loss of 
Mrs Leicester due to her retirement at the end of this year. 
Many parents I am sure are not aware of Mrs Leicester's 
contribution and Involvement with the Parents' Association. 
Her efforts enable us to place our financial support Into the 
most effective areas. Our many thanks to Mrs Leicester, may 
she enjoy a happy and contented retirement. 
On the high side we look forward to working with our new 
principal Mr James McDonald and welcome him to our school. 
The uniform shop has been very busy and has, at times, not 
been able to keep up with the demand. The shop has been 
run by Michele Roche with the assistance of the Ladies 
Auxiliary. 
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I would like to thank all members of the committee who have 
worked so hard this year to make these activities a success. 
I would like to acknowledge and thank Mrs Leicester, the 
school staff and the office staff for their contributions and help 
and last but certainly not least I thank the parents and aU the 
other people for their continued support throughout the year. 
Ray Hope 
President of the Parents' Association 

ST MARK'S LADIES AUXILIARY REPORT 1990 
1990 was again a busy and successful year for the committee 
and volunteer helpers of the ladies auxillary_ 
Help was provided at the swimming sports In February and at 
the athletic sports in November. 
In both term one and term two afternoon teas were held to 
welcome parents of new pupils to the school. Both these 
events were well attended by new parents and others renew
Ing friendships. 
Ubrary duty and staffing the uniform shop were tasks under
taken by the committee and volunteers, both useful Involve
ments in the school. 
Downstage theatre again provided us with an enjoyable pro
duction and a fundraising event when a booking for their 
production of "Conjugal Rites· raised over $600 for school 
funds_ 
Cup Cake Day was a wonderful effort with over 2000 cup 
cakes being baked and sold. 
The Ladies Auxiliary sold lollies and juice during the Interval 
at both performances ol"Rats"_ 
In term three we again held a Christmas Shoppe and Craft 
Night. The night was most successful again with wonderful 
crafts being sold. 
At the beginning of the school year we presented the school 
with $2000 which was used to purchase a video camera. 
I would like to take the opportunity to thank my very hard 
working committee for their help and support. 
My thanks also to Mrs Leicester and t)er staff fortheir help and 
support. 
To everyone who has helped In so many many ways, thank 
you. Without you we would not have had such a productive 
and successful year. 
Anne Jenkin 
Convenor 
1990 Committee 
Anne Jenkin 
Susan Sutter 
Glenys Cook 
Committee Members 
Beverley Upton 
Robyn Newman 
Bonita Roberts 
Paula Baynes 
Michelle Strickler 
Sue Harvey 
Aldona Yardley 
Kay Mudge 
Nevy Ny 
C')rlnne Labone 

Convenor 
Secretary 
Treasurer 



ST MARK'S CHURCH AND SCHOOL 
FRIEND'S ASSOCIATION REPORT 

The 1990 year has been a year of consolidation forthe Friends 
Association. We have been associated with the usual func
tions throughout the year and we are now looking forward to 
a busier time over the next two years as we progress toward 
the 75th Jubilee of the school. 

The Friends Association was formed following the 60th Jubilee 
of the school and we believe it is fitting that we now take a 
prominent part in assisting with the organisation for the 75th 
Jubilee. Our first priority is to establish a list of old pupils and 
others who have been associated with the school over its 75 
year history. This promises to be a time consuming task but I 
know that the Committee are looking forward to tracking down 
and establishing addresses for those who have been associ
ated with the school. 

I would like to thank all the members of the Committee who 
have assisted me during the year especially since February 
when I took over the Chairmanship from John Withington. Ian 
Lackey agreed to continue as Secretary at our February 
meeting and Helen Thomason accepted the posJlion of Almo
ner when Rose Kerry stood down. 

Our committee since February has been as follows: 
Chairman Phil Bedingfield 

60 

Immediate Past Chairman John Withington 
Secretary Ian Lackey 
Treasurer June Granger 

Almoner Helen Thomason 
Committee Yvonne Grove, Stan Frost, Margaret Weir 

At the August Annual General Meeting I as Chairman and Ian 
Lackey as Secretary indicated a desire to stand down from 
office for the following year. As there were no nominations to 
fill these positions it was agreed that we would continue in the 
interim until such time as replacement officers could be found. 
We are concerned that the association should not go into a 
decline at this particular time especially with the forth coming 
jubilee only two years away. 
The committee will be carrying out a comprehensive member
ship drive and indications are that sufficient volunteers will be 
found to provide the next jubilee committee. 
My thanks go to all the committee members and officers of the 
association who have assisted me over the past years. 

Phil Bedingfield 
Chairman 
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